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Abstract

Brachytherapy is a branch of radiotherapy which treats cancer by placing radioactive

sources close to or inside tumors in controlled doses. One of the very important

steps in brachytherapy is Theatment Planning. Tbeatment planning is required to

pre-compute the exact locations and dwell times of the radioisotopes inside the bod-u-.

One of the primary inputs to the treatment planning procedure is an estimation

of the location of applicators (through which the isotopes are delivered) inside the

body. Present applications use two orthogonal radiographs (an anterior-posterior and

a lateral) to estimate the applicator positions. Radiographs provide 2-D projections

of the 3-D anatomy. This makes it difficult to estimate the locations of importanr

3-D structures and is therefore an error prone method.

One of the solutions to this problem is to acquire 3-D CT (computed tomography)

images of the anatomy with the applicators. However, due to numerous complications.

it is impractical to move the patient, with the surgically inserted applicators, to and

from the CT scanning room and the Brachybherapy room. The solution to this is

having a dedicated CT scanner for brachytherapy treatment planning purposes. This

thesis describes the design and implementation of the Data Acquisition System of an

in-house CT scanner which can be used as a treatment planning aid for brachytherap¡-.

The CT scanner described in this thesis v/as a result of joint group effort between

the department of the Electrical and Computer Engineering and the department of

\Iedical Physics at Cancer Care Manitoba.



The Data Acquisition System comprises of several different modules, the primary

of which are the analog radiation detector module which samples radiation beam at-

tenuations which cross the body, the digital hardware control module which controls

the operatiorn of the analog module, and the embedded micro-controller based soft-

ware module which load parameters into the hardware control module.

This thesis describes the design considerations and implementation details of

each of the a"forementioned modules and explains the interactions between them.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a leading cause of death in Canada. In 2002, an estimated i36, g00

Canadians were diagnosed with cancer and about 66,200 died of cancer [13]. About

50 out of every 100 Canadian males and 48 out of every 100 females who contract

cancer die. Age-standardized incidence of cancer has risen from 291.8 per 100.000 in

i973 to an estimated 347.3 per 100,000 in 2002 for females and from 355.8 per 100,000

in 1973 to an estimated 442.0 per 100,000 in 2002 for males 113]. Furthermore, in

N'lanitoba, about 2,700 males and about 2,600 females were diagnosed with some

form of cancer in 2002. Research in cancer treatment is of utmost significance in the

fight against cancer.

The methods of cancer treatment can be broadly categorized as surgervbased,

chemotherapgrbased and radi,otherapybased. There are severai d.ifferent treatment

procedures in each of these broad categories. The work described in this thesis is

related to the field of radiotherapy.

Radiotherapy can be divided into teletherl,pg and brachgtherapy. Teletherapy

is a method of cancer treatment where cancer cells inside the body are irradiated

by radiation beams generated by an external instrument. In brachytherapy- (brachy

ne'at, therapy - treatment), radioactive sources are placed in close proximity to the

tumor.



2
Brachytherapy is frrther divided into high-dose-rate (HDR) and low-dose-rate

(LDR) types. In high-dose-rate brachytherap¡r, high-activity radio-isotopes are sent

out into applicators placed within or neax the tumor, where they reside for small

amounts of times, irradiating the tumor. In low-dose-¡ate brachybherapy, short-half-

life and low-activity radio-isotopes are surgically inserted in or near the tumor , where

the source decays over a period of time, irradiating the tumor.

This thesis concerns the high-dose-rate brachytherapy method of cancer rreat-

ment. ìvfore specifically it concentrates on computed tomography (CT) imaging as

applied to treatment planning in high-dose-rate brachytherapy. This thesis describes

the design and implementation of the Data Acquisition System (DAS) hardware for

an in-house 4¿h generation CT scanner built at the Vledical Physics d.epartment at

the N¡Ianitoba Cancer Tbeatment and Research Foundation (now Cancer Care Man!

toba). This CT scanner is designed to be integrated with the Brachytherapy system

at NtICTRF.

Sections 1.1 and 1.2 give a brief introduction to the field of HDR brachytherapy

and CT scanning as applied to the specifi.c problem addressed in this thesis.

1.1 High Dose Rate Brachytherapy: A Brief Overview

In order to understand the various issues involved in the design of a CT-based

brach¡herapy , it is helpful to have some understanding of the field of brachytherapy

itself. This section gives a brief overview of the specialized fietd of high-dose-rate

brach¡'therapy. Chapter 2 provides a more detailed description of HDR brachyther-

apy.

Brachytherapy is a form of cancer treatment where one or more sealed radioac-

tive sources are placed in close proximity to or inside the tumor. In high-dose-rate

brach-v*therapy specialized applicators are first strategically placed (interstitial or oth-



er\Mise) within the tumor or close to it. A high-activity radioactive source is thei
sequentially put into these applicators. The source resides for predetermined d.weil-

times at various dwell locations inside these applicators and irradiate the cancer cells.

Treatment Planní,ng is an important step in HDR brachytherapy. It optimizes

the dwell-times of the radioactive source at various dwell locations within the appli-

cators. These dwell-times are based on optimum dose distributiors required in the

treatment procedures. In treatment planning, the dose distribution inside the tumor

is estimated. This impacts on how well the tumor cells are terminated. and the heatthy

cells spared. In order to maximize Lhe dose to the diseased cells and minimize the

dose to healthy tissue, the patient anatomy and applicator placement must first be

visualized.

X-ray techniques are primarily used for determination of the location of the

applicators inside or close to the target volume. Conventionally, radio-opaque markers

are placed inside the applicators and two orthogonal X-ray radiographs are obtained:

1) an anterior-posterior (AP) radiograph, and 2) a lateral radiograph. The location

of the applicators and various landmarks are identified. from these rad.iographs. This

information is then entered into the Treatment Planning system. The svstem then

computes the optimum dwell-times of the radioactive source at each dwell iocations

within the applicators.

The method of calculating the dose to adjacent anatomical structures is limited

by the inability to clearly delineate organ boundaries from the radiographs [22]. This

is caused by the projection of overlapping anatomical structures (especially soft tis-

sues) on to a single plane in traditional X-ray radiography. One way of enhancing the

visualization of critical organs is to inject these organs with X-ra-u* contrast agents.

However, a complete 3-D geometric delineation of these structures is still impossible.

The 2-D nature of conventional radiographical techniques is a significant drar,v-



back in d.elineating sofb tissues. In cases such as brachytherapy procedures of uterinË

and cervical cancers rectal applicators are often used. These applicators are much

smaller in diameter than the rectum and any lateral displacement of these applicators

may contribute to a significant skew in the dose estimationf9]. Radiographic imaging

is verv limited in their use for treatment planning in these cases.

The various limitations of radiographic imaging techniques in brachybherapy can

be alleviated by the use of Computed Tomography (CT) images of the patient and the

treatment applicatorsl(,7,9,I5,22l. In tomographicl images the critical structures

(including soft tissues) are clearly visible. Geometrical locations and 3-D shapes of

critical structures and applicators are readiiy obtainable. This is especially important

for treatment planning procedrues involving radio-sensitive organs like the urinary

bladder and the rectum.

CT images also speed up the treatment planning procedures since less time is

spent analyzing the overlapped sections and critical structures as in the case of ra-

diographs.

I.2 Computed Tomography: A Brief Overview

This section provides a brief overview of Computed Tomography (CT) which

is one of the most popular medical imaging techniques. Chaptel 2 provides a more

rigorous description of the workings of a CT scanner.

Computed tomography is a well-established diagnostic imaging technique used

in radiology. In CT scanning, cross-sectional images (tomograms) are obtained of the

patient anatomy. The patient is irradiated with a narro\¡/ beam of X-rays. Collimated

radio-detectors placed at the opposite end detect the intensity of the X-ray-s which

are transmitted through the patient. Acquiring adjacent slices of the patient enables

rThin slices of objects are known as tomograrns



the complete 3-D reconstruction of the region of interest. 
5

The first steps towards the eventual development of computed tomography were

made possible by two events:

o The discovery of X-rays by Rimtgen, and

o The mathematical work by Radon in 1917 on back-projection of 2 and 3-D data.

Radon's work was in the field of gravitational theory. Bracewell re-invented the

back-projection technique in 1956 white working in radio-astronomy. The first works

on computed tomograph¡' were done by Olendorf (1961) and Cormack (Ig6J).

Practical considerations regarding the computational power needed for data anal-

ysis in CT scaruring, or the lack thereof, prevented any further progïess ton'ards CT

scanning. In 1968 KuhI and Edwards built the first successful CT scanner for nuclear

imaging. However, they did not extend their w'ork to diagnostic radiology. The first

commercial CT scanner for diagnostic purposes was developed in 1971 by Dr.GodfreE

Hounsfield, a research scientist at EMI. It was originally built to scan the human

brain.

CT scanning technology has advanced since the first EMI head scanner. They are

more precise, accurate and less time consuming than before. Computed tomography

is now'a standa¡d diagnostic imaging modality in most hospital radiology departments

and a¡e widely used for high-contrast-resolution r,isualization of anatomical structures

for diagnostic purposes.

There are however potential drawbacks to the process of using CT scanning

techniques in brachytherapy treatment planning. Using conventional CT scaru1ers

requires transporting the patient (with the inserted applicators) from the CT scanning

room to the brach¡herapy room. This can cause significant discomfort to the patient.

Additionally, the applicators can mo!€ inside the patient. This may not onll,- cause



injury to the patient but aiso invalidate all data coriected.

adds significant amount of time to the planning proced.ure.

6
The moving process also

A dedicated CT scanner present at the brachytherapy room would alleviate most

of these aforementioned problems. Unfortunately, the use of a conventional d.iagnostic

CT scanner for the exclusive brachytherapy puposes is cost-prohibitive.

The CT scanner described in this thesis uses the brachytherapy rszlr isotope

instead of an X-ray tube as its radio-source.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

This thesis describes the design and implementation of the data acquisition sys-

tem (DAS) for a Ttay CT scanner designed for brachytherapy treatment planning.

Chapter 2 provides background information about HDR brachybherapy and CT scan-

ning theory.

The CT scanner described in this thesis was a result of a joint group effort

betrveen the Department of Medical Physics and the Department of Electrical and

Computer Engineering at the University of ùIanitoba. The work for this scanner

took place at Cancer Care Manitoba. The members of the groilp involved Dr. Anita

Berndt, Dr' Satyapal Rathee and Dr. Daniei Rickey from the d.epartment of Medical

Physics and the author who is from the department of Electrical and Computer

Engineering. The rest of the section, in addition to providing an overview of the

rest of the thesis delineates the contributions of each of these individual members to

different phases of the project.

Chapter 3 addresses the design considerations for the DAS. Issues and their

solutions are outlined. A brief description of the different hardware and sofTware

modules is provided.

Chapter 4 discusses the design and implementation of the analog detector as-



sembly board.s for the 4¿ä generation scanner. The detector boards *" b*.d o., I
prototype design described and characterized by Berndt et al. l2l. This prototype

design was done primarily by Dr. Anita Berndt, Dr. Daniel Rickey and Dr. Satyapal

Rathee at the Medical Physics department of Cancer Care Manitoba. They designed

and implemented the prototype and tested it out for noise characteristics. This design

was then ported on to Printed Circuit Boards (PCB's) to fi.t the requirements of the

final CT scanner by the author. The boards rvere then populated and individually

tested by the author.

Chapter 5 describes the design and implementation of the digital control-

hardware circuitry which synchronizes the data acquisition operatiors of the CT

scanner. The design, implementation and testing of the hardware module described

in Chapter 5 was done in collaboration with Dr. Satyapal Rathee.

Chapter 6 describes the micro-controlier based software written for the CT scan-

ning system. The design and implementation of the sofbware module described in

Chapter 6 was done in joint collaboration with Dr. Daniel Rickey of Cancer Care

Manitoba. Chapter 7 conciudes with a look at the accomplishments and future consid-

erations. Appendix A provides the source code used by the software modu-le described

in Chapter 6.

Section 3.3 was describes in greater details the contributions of every member of

the group to the design and implementation of the Data Acquisition System.



Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

Sections 1.1 and 1.2 provided brief overviews about the fields of HDR brachyther-

apy and Computed Tomography. This chapter discusses these in greater deiails.

Issues regarding the underlying theory behind CT scanning are also explained. A

chronoiogical view of the different generations of CT scanners and their data acquisi-

tion methodologies is also provided. We conclude with a look at some of the popular

image reconstruction algorithms used in CT today. It should be noted that the re-

construction algorithm described in this Chapter was not used as a part of the thesis

work and is included for the sake of completeness.

2.L High Dose Rate (HDR) Brachytherapy

Brachytherapy is a method of cancer treatment in which sealed radioactive

sources are used to deliver radiation at a short distance by interstitial, intracavitary.

or surface application. In HDR brachytherapy, â high radiation dose can be delivered

locally to the tumor. The high dose-rate isotope usually has a rapid fatl-off so that rhe

surrounding healthy tissue is spared from any damage. Technical d.evelopments such

as the introduction of artificial isotopes, afterloading devices (which reduce person-

nel exposure) and automatic devices (which use remote control to deliver controlled

radiation) have helped advance the field of brachytherap¡,..



In the past, brachybherapy was carried out mostly with radium or radon ro*..j
However, the use of artificially produced radionuclides such as tt, C r, tn Ir,les¿tt and
125-I have increasingly become commonfll, 14,19,23]. The Nucletron HDR m,icroS-

elector Afterloøder brachytherapy instrument used during the course of this thesis

project uses a 1e2.Ir source. The following discussion concentrates on the characteris-

tics of re2Ir as a radioactive source.

The choice of the radioactive source is an intimate part of brachytherapy. It
depends on issues such as its half-life, photon energ'y, half-value iayer rating and

exposure rate constant.

The half-life of a source is the time required by it to decay to half its original

strength. An effective radioactive source has a half-iife which is comparable to the

average treatment time. 1e2lr which has a half-life of 74.2 days is ideal for the non-

permanent transplants used in High Dose Rate brachytherapy.

The photon energy of a radioactive source is the average energ-y of radiated

photons. The Le2Ir has a complicated 7-ray spectrum with an average energy of

0.38 MeV (Mega Electron Volts). Because of the lower energy, 1e2.Ir sogrces require

Iess shielding for persormei protection. However, its wid.e polychromatic spectrum

(0'36 - 1.06 MeV's) is a disadvantage when using it as an imaging source. Ideal

imaging sources should. have a very nalrow energ-y spectrum.

The haif-value layer of a source is the thickness of lead required to halve the

radiation dose of the source. lszIr has relatively low half-value layer of 2.5mm.

Calibration of the radioactive sources is a major concern in brach¡rtherapy. There

are two essential ingredients in the calibration process:

o specification of source strength, and

. exposure rate calibration

Source strengths are specified in terms of:
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1. source activity (expressed in terms of Ci or curies)

2. exposure rate at a specified distance (expressed at a standard distance of lm)

3. apparent activity. This is the activity of a "bare" source which has the same

exposure rate at 1 meter as the sealed nuclide under test.

Various techniques exist for the calibration of the exposure rate of the different

sources used in brachytherapy. The National Institute of Standards and Technol-

ogy (NIST) ha" established calibration standards for some of the the more popular

brachytherapy sources, like "uRo,uoCo,L37Cs andLe2Ir. one of the calibration tech-

niques in use is the "open air measu¡ements" technique. in which a relatively large

ion chamber is placed at a large distance from the source and the exposure rate is

measured. The large distance is maintained so as to minimize any scatter radiation.

One of the main components in brachfiherapy is treatment planning. Tleatment

planning determines the strength and spectral distribution of sources. This is done

to optimize the dose dist¡ibution and provides a complete dose distribution in the

irradiated volume. Numerous systems have been devised over the past fifty years

to implement dosimetric planning in brachSrbherapy. Of these, the most extensive

and widely used are the Paterson-Parker and the Quimby systemsflO,16]. Extensive

tables and elaborate rules of soruce distribution have been devised to facilitate the

process of manual treatment planning. The advent of digital computers has led to

significant developments in treatment plaruring schemes as they allow the therapist

to deviate from the established systems and help treatment planning cater to the

anatomical peculiarities of every individual patient.

2.L.1 Computer Dosimetry

Dosimetry is the process of pre-computing the radiation doses that a patient is

to be exposed during a radiotherapy session. In brachytherapy, dosimetry determines



the dwell locations and the dweil times of a radioisotope insid.e an applicator,

on the radiation dose characteristics of the isotopef1].

Older manual dosimetric schemes are based on idealized implants conforming to

certain distribution rules[1]. In actual practice such ideal distributions are seldom

reaÌized. With powerful computers, it is possible to pre-plan not only implants but

a complete isodose distribution, corresponding to the final source dist¡ibution. The

rapid turnaround time with the modern computer systems allows the therapist to

modify the implant, if necessary, on the basis of ihree-dimensional distribution.

Computation of a brachytherapy dose distribution consists of repeated calcula-

tion of dose at certain given points for each of the implant sources. The total dose is

determined by summing the individual source contributions to that particular point.

Point dose rates are computed for each of a grid of points arranged in a cubic lattice

so that isodose curves may be generated in any arbitrary plane. These isodose pat-

terns can be then magnified and superimposed on an implant radiograph for viewing

the distribution in relation to the patient's anatomy.

One of the very important steps in this process is the visualization of these

implants sotrce in 3-D plane[5,17]. These inputs act as a very important parameter

for the computers to calculate the dose distribution in a given anatomy.

The conventional method of visualization of the implant sources is the orthogonal

radiograph imaging method. In this method, two radiographs are taken at right

angle, with central axes of the X-ray beam meeting approximately in the middle of

the implant. Usually, an AP and a lateral radiograph, exposed isocentricallrv. provide

such a geometry. The coordinate system is conventionally estabiished with the X-axis

from the right to the left of the patient, the Y-axis from inferior to superior. and the

Z-uxis from posterior to anterior. The AP film represents a magnified vien, of the

implant image projected onto the X-Y plane while the lateral film presents the imase

11
based
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projected onto the Z-Y plane. The origin of the coordinate system is chosen to be

point identified to be the same on both films such as one end of a source.

Afber ail the sources are identified, the tip and end of each iinear sou¡ce im-

age sampled with a digitizer, sampler each end sequentiaily from one film to the

other. This method is an inherently fault-prone method because of the interpolation

of 3-D data from 2-D radiographsig]. An imaging modality involving CT scanning

would intuitively seem to provide a better access to more accurate visuaiization of

the sourcesf7,9,15].

2.2 Computed Tomography

Computed tomography is the most commonly used radiological imaging modal-

ity of precise, accurate and quick visualization of human anatomy in 2-D sections.

Classical X-ray techniques produce a photographic recording of the 2-D projection

of a 3-D object, projected by the radiation cone onto the image plane. As a result,

overlapping anatomical structures projected on to a single plane make it difficult

to visualize soft tissues. Computed tomography avoids this superposition effect by

processing information on a particula.r 2-D slice.
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Tslevision monitor

X-ny tube

Meæu¡ement
sl€clrDnics

Computer

Flc. 2.1. Basic representation of a computed. tomograph in the simplest design form.
The diagram shows the basic units: the X-ray tube, coliimators, detector, control
hardware and host computerilS].

The important components of a CT scanner are shown in the form of a block

diagram in Figure 2.L. A pencil beam of X-ray photons is provided by an X-ray tube.

As the beam passes through the patient, it gets attenuated. A rad.iation d.etector

measures the intensity of the beam as it emerges from the patient, thereby providing

a measure of attenuation by the patient along the beam path. A large number of

such attenuation measurements are obtained. in ord.er to reconstruct the final imaee

of the 2-D slice.

The simplest form of the measurement system uses a collimated X-ray beam

about the thickness of a pencil passing through the slice for measuring the attenua-

tionfl2]. This is very similar to the system implemented by Hounsfield in the ver¡,-

first EMI head scanner. The attenuation is determined by moving the measurement

system perpendicular to this beam in the slice plane across the entire object. D¡r-
ing this transverse motion the radiation intensity at the detector is recorded at fixed
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spatial intervals. This set of measurements is calied a projection. A large number of

such projections, at different angles, are required to completely recorstruct the image

of the object. Afber one projection is measured, the measuremenr sysrem is rotated

through a small angle (usually 1o) about the system axis, perpendicular to the tomo-

gram plane and another linear scanning process is initiated. This goes on until the

measurement system has traversed a total angle of rotation of at least 180r[12].

As the projection data continues to be measured for each fixed orientation of the

X-ray tube, the measured data is digitized in a suitabie form and transferred to a
computer. Using the digitized data, the computer then calculates a 2-D attenuation

distribution of the object. The digitized values are fi.rst normalized. The objects with

high attenuation are assigned high numerical values, and those with low attenuation

are assigned low numerical values[12].

Since the computer can only calculate a finite number of attenuation r,alues,

the image slice must be thought of as consisting of small discrete volume elements

(voxels) with a squaxe base. The attenuation value is assumed to be constant inside

each voxel. Gray levels are assigned to the different attenuation values, and then

displa.v*ed on a monitor as a 2-D image.

Ideally, the linear attenuation coefficient calculations by a CT scanner should be

accurate both in the absolute as well as in the relative sense. In diagnostic radiol-

oçv, it is much more important to use the relative attenuation characteristics. The

CT computer computes a reiative linear attenuation coeffi.cient for each voxel. It
calculates integer attenuation values relative to the attenuation of water for compar-

ison purposes. This number is known as the CT-Number and can be mathematicallv

termed as[12]:

CT-Number:K.þP-þw
l'1.

(2.r)

where.



K is the magnification constant, i5

¡-lo is the iinear attenuation coefficient of the tissue in voxels, and

¡-1. is the linear attenuation coefficient of water.

The normalized attenuation constants for the densest body tissue (compact bone)

and the least dense body tissue (air) are assigned the value of +1 and -1 respectively.

The magnifying constant -K is 1,000, resulting in the CT number for dense bone being

+1000 and that for air being -1000. The CT number for water, irrespective of the

magnification constant, is always 0[12].

Mlhen viewing on the corsole, the whole range of the obtained CT numbers

cannot be displayed simultaneously because monitors can display up to a maximum

of.256 gray levels. Windowing and level controis are introduced to take care of this

difficulty. Not all tomograms have values ranging from *1000 to -1000 in their

images. Therefore, only a small "windov/' of CT numbers (corresponding to the

usual CT numbers present in particular part of the anatomy), centered at some CT

number levels, is chosen, and displayed in gray levels on the monitor.

2.2.L CT Scanner Generations

This section describes the various imaging modalities which have existed. an¿

exist in CT scanner in a chronological fashion. Even though the basic idea behind

CT imaging and reconstruction has remained unchanged over the years, significant

progress has been made at faster data acquisition and image reconstruction tech-

niques. These progresses mark the different generations of CT scanners.

First Generation The original EMI brain scanner implemented by Hounsfield

in 197i belongs to the 1"ú generation of CT scanners. It consists of an X-ray tube

(or an¡, alternate radiation source) and one NaI (sodium iodide) scintillation detector

cr¡rstal per slice (Figrue 2.2)lL2l. Each scanning cycle consists of a synchronized
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--__:______-

Linear motion Single pencil beam

Ftc. 2.2. Scanning geometry: 1'¿ generation CT scanner schematics. Highly colli-
mated single-source-and-detector combination. Translational and rotational motions
necessary

linear translation of the X-ray source and detector, sampling about 200 data points

per translation. The collection of these data points forms a parallel projection. The

linear transiation is foliowed by an angular displacement of about 1o, followed by a

linear translation cycle. These projections are acquired at equall,v- spaced angular

displacements spanning 180o. Practically, an overscan of about 4bo may be used to

reduce the effects of any a¡tifacts such as patient movement.

One of the advantages of the 1'ú generation CT scanners is that the detector

translation past the patient makes it possible to calibrate the detector during a data

acquisition sequence[12]. Pre-paiient X-ray source and post-patient detector coliima-

tors virtually eliminate the effects of scatter radiation. A total control on the step

sizes in both linear and angular sampling ensrrres good control of the spatial resoiution

of the desired image.

Lnfortunately, the repetitive linear scanning motions result in long scan times

(about 4.5 minutes for 180 projections). Therefore. patient motion may d.egrad.e the

image by introducing artifacts. First generation scanners are a thing of the past in

Object
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diagnostic radiology.

Second Generation The major disadvantage of the 1'¿ generation scanner ge-

ometry is the prohibitiveiy long scan times. There are three possible ways of reducing

the scan times. Thev are:

o The X-ray output couid be increased, thereby performing a faster linear trans-

lation while still maintaining a reasonable number of photons per reading. The

X-ray source in most applications however always run on full capacity.

r An increase in the beam dimensions can lead to increase in the number of

photons and thus leading to faster iinear translation. This however leads to

decrease in spatial resolution. Also this leads to an increase in the thickness of

the tomograms, which is unfavorable for certain clinical investigations.

o The number of detectors can be increased.

The last option enables us to simultaneously acquire data at different angles.

This is the basis of the 2nd generation scanners. Figure 2.3 shows the geometry of a

2nd generation scanner. In second generation scanners, the single detector is replaced.

by a large number of detectors. These detectors are equally spaced along an arc

centered at the X-ray tube[l2].

Each linear tra¡rslation of the X-ray tube-detector set-up measures projection at

a number of angles determined by the number of detectors in the system. A rotation

of the X-ray tube-detector set-up is still required to completely measure the projection

over 180o. Howevet, the number of rotations and linear translations is sisnifi.cantlv

reduced.

The number of detectors are usually about 30. The number of angular rotations

are reduce from 180 to 6. The scan time is thus reduced to about 5 - 20 seconds.
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Ob.iect

Array of
detectors

Small fan beam

Flc. 2.3. Scanning geometry: 2nd generation CT scanner. Source collimated for f'an-
beam. Array of detectors separately collimated. Translational and rotational motions
necessary.

Second generation scanners commonly used a combination of NaI scintillation crystals

and photo-multiplier tubes as the detector assembly-.

The pencil beam of the firsi generation scanners is replaced by a fan beam in

the second generation to allow simultaneous irradiation of all the detectors in a linear

motion. This causes irradiation of a larger section of the patient. This results in

significantly larger scattered radiation. Therefore, the second generation scanners

require a substantially improved collimator system to reduce the effects of scattered

radiation. While the number of rotations are decreased in the second generation,

there is still the requirement of both translation as well as rotation. This geometry

is not suitable for ultra-fast scan times.

Third Generation The linear motion still in use in the 2d generation scanner

geometry can be eiiminated if the number of detectors can be increased such that the

fan formed by the detectors completely encompasses the patient being scanned. The

main advantage of this process is that the transiation motion is no longer required.

The source and detector gantry rotates synchronously about the patientll2]. The

a-------
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Rotating Detectors

Ftc. 2.4. Scanning geometry: 3'd generation CT scanner. Array of detectors
collimated. Only rotational motion necessary.

scanning gantry does not stop between readings. The rotary movement of the X-ray

tube is continuous. The reconstruction programs are designed. to compensate for this

movement. Scan times in third generation scanners are between 1 and 10 seconds.

Ivlost commercial diagnostic CT scanners available today are 3'd generation scarÌners.

Figure 2.4 shows the schematics of a 3'd generation cr scarì.ner.

As the number of radial sampling positions are the same as the number of de-

tectors, a large number of detectors (> 300) are required to achieve a reasonable

spatiai resolution. NaI scintillation crystals and photomultiplier tubes are not suit-

able for this geometry due to their large sizes. The detector of choice is an arrav of

high-pressure xenon gas chambers.

There are several advantages of the 3'd generation CT scânners. The long septa

(divider) between the xenon gas detector cells provide very good collimation an¿ are

good for scatter rejection. Also, the radiation completely encompasses the patient.

This causes better X-ray utilization than the 2nd generation scanners.

A major disadvantage of the 3'd generation scanners is that the lack of translation

makes it impossible to obtain dynamic detector calibration. In other wo¡ds. detector

Object



calibration cannot be achieved. on the fly as in the previous generations. Out."t3?

stability therefore becomes an important issue. Errors introduced. by a fault¡r detector

show up in scans as ring artifacts.

Another issue in 3'd generation scanners is that the number of ray samples col-

iected per projection equals the number of d.etectors in the array. Therefore the

resolution is achieved at the level of detector widths. It is however desirable to have

twice that many readings to sampie at a desirable rate. This is achieved by scanning

a complete 360o and offsetting the detector array in such â, way that the samples

taken 180o apart are interleaved.

Stationary Ring
of Detectors

FIc. 2.5. Scanning geometry: 4¿b generation CT scarurer. Rotating source and
stationary detectors. Detector ring collimated.

Fourth Generation The CT scanner described in this thesis has 4rh gen-

eration scanning geometry. In a 4th generation scanner, the patient is completely

surrounded by a circular ring of detectors which remain stationan- dtuing data ac-

quisitionf3]. This is shown in Figure 2.b. OnlS' the X-ray tube and collimators rorare.



The scan times in this geometr¡ in principle, do not differ from the 3.d e.eneratio2i

scanners. However, it does not suffer from the circular artifact urr¿ ,m¿"-rsampling

problems experienced by 3'd generation scanners.

In 3'd generation scarl.ners the radial sampling is determined by the number of

detectors. However there is no limitation on the angular sampling. Readings can be

achieved in as many angies as desired. This situation is reversed in 4th seneration

scanning geometries.

The detectors in the ring fix the number of angular sampling positions. The

radial sampling becomes unlimited as readings of a detector can be taken at arbitrary

positions of the X-ray tube. The X-ray tube, moving continuously around the patient.

provides unlimited radial sampling.

A drawback of the 4th generation scanning geometry is that it cannot achieve

dynamic detector calibrationf3]. Also the non-stationary relationship between the X-

ray tube and the detectors make collimation an extremely difficult task. The problem

of detector cross-talk is much more pïonounced in 4th generation scanners than in any

other generation. The mechanical arrangement of the d.etectors and. the X-ray tube

so that they do not get in the way of each other is also a cumbersome task.

Fifth Generation The massive size of the scanning gantry in CT scanners

makes it unlikely that scan times by conventional radiography can be reduced to sub-

second levels. The mechanical nature of the motions makes it very difficult to achiev-e

millisecond scans.

Fifth generation scanners no longer use moving parts and are therefore able

to achieve millisecond scan times[3]. Figure 2.6 shows the schematics of the b¿â

generation scanning geometry. The design principle is the same as 4¿å generation

scanners. Howevet, instead of a moving X-ray source, there is a giant X-ray tube
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Frc. 2.6. Scanning geometry: 5¿h generation CT scanner. Source consists of moving
electronic beam inside anode. Detectors are stationary and collimated. No mechanical
motions.

which completely encompasses the patient. An electronic deflecting system inside the

X-ray tube moves the electron beam around the anode circle in the X-ray tube. This

simulates a moving radiation sourcef3].

Fifth generation scalr.ners largely exist in places of research at the presentl.

2.3 Image Reconstruction Techniques

In order to form an image from the projection data, the data has to be recon-

structed. There are a number of demands placed on the reconstruction algorithm. It
needs to be computationally fast and relatively tolerant of noise generated. b1- the d.ata

acquisition electronics and inherent photon statistics. The reconstruction alsorithms

can be broadly categorized under four headings:

1. Iteration-based algebraic reconstruct'ion techni,qzes (ART's),

rThe lulayo Reseørch Foundation does use a 5¿á generation scanner for clinical purposes
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2. Reconstruction in the spatial-frequency2 domain,

3. Hankel transform method[8], and

4. Filtered backprojection in the spatial domain

Iterat'iue reconstructi,on techni,ques srch as ART|6] are based on hit and trial

estimation of the slice pixel values. A sequence of steps is performed that provides

better and better estimates of the unknown image until it converges on the correct

ans'ü/er. One begins by assuming almost any values for the image. Each ray sum is

compared with that of the image and the error is the difference. The error is then

smeared uniformly across the ray path. This process is repeated until every the ray

sum for the image conforms to all the obtained ray sums.

The ART technique was used in the first EMI scanner but not after that. Its

major difficuities are computational complexity and low accuracy. In presence of noisy

data, there is a possibility of the technique never converging. The ARI technique

however does not require a complete set of data for reconstruction since each ray sum

is r¡sed to just improve the accuracy of the image.

The Fourier transfonn-based spatial-frequency domain algorithm is based on

Fourier central slice theorem. This theorem states that the Fourier transform of a

2-D function along an angle in the 2-D frequency space, is the same as the 1-D Fou¡ier

transform of the projection of the function taken at the same angle as the slice.

A 2-D spatial Fourier transform can thus be obtained by taking the l-D Fourier

transform of the projections and arranging them in ord.er of the angles at which the

projection has been originally acquiredf12,21]. An inverse 2-D Fourier transform of

this distribution results in the desired 2-D tomogram image. The discrete nature of

the projection data however poses a practical limitation to this approach. The points

zThe fourier transform domain for time is frequency. The fourier transform domain for space is
therefore termed spatiøI-frequency
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acquired in the spatial-frequency domain are unevenly distributed (this is caused

by the circular scanning geometries). Therefore the number of samples per ¡nit
area decrease with a¡r increasing distance from the origin. This poses the need for

compensation routines to make up for the u¡even resolution.

The Hankel transfortn techn'ique also employs the polar-coordinate based Fourier

techniques [8, 12]. It employs the Fourier transform for the whole image set and

generates the Fourier values in the polar coordinates. Usually FFT is employedf8].

The appropriate Hankel transform (eqn.2.2) for each ,F| term is evaluated. The

Fourier series is resolved and the values are then interpolated to the rectilinear grid.

The advantage of this transform that using this a subset of the Fourier transforms

can be employed. This facilitates the trade-off between considering too few Fou¡ier

coefficients for poor resolution and too man]' Fourier coefficients for computational

complexity and high frequency noise.

rF"(r)-J.(rp).dr (2.2)

where,

.Fl" is the n¿¿ Fourier coefficient, and

J" is the zhä-order Bessel function of the first kind.

The fiitered backprojection technique is one of the most popular image recon-

struction techniques used today and is discussed in greater details in Section Z.J.l.

Section 2.3.1 provides the backprojection technique for a paraliel beam geometry and

section 2.3.2 discusses the rebinning aigorithm which converts the radial proiection

data into a parallei beam format.

f^(p):* I,*



2.3.L Filtered Backprojection Reconstruction Technique 
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The filtered backprojection technique is one of the standard reconstruction tech-

niques used in CT scanners[20]. The algorithm mentioned in this section presumes

the existence of parailel beam scanning geometry. The description in this section is

based largely on the treatment of this subject in [12]. In ord.er to use this technique

for fan beam geometries such as the 3'd and 4th generation CT scanners, a rebinning

technique (Section 2.3.2) has to be applied first in order to trarslate the fan beam

geometry to a parallel beam geometry.

Figure 2.7 shows the coordinate systems involved in the backprojection algo-

rithm. Let (2, g) represent the coordinates inside the object and /(r, gr) be the d.ensity

in cartesian coordinates of the object under consideration. Let eqn.2.3 represent the

projection at a distance ú from the origin. ú can be represented as (r.cosd*E.sing),

where r and 3r belong to the object coordinate system and. 0 is the angle which the

normal to the projection makes with the object coordinates. The pro.jections Ps(t)

are thus be defined as:

pr(Ð: I f @,y)d,s
J (0,t)tine

(2.3)

Eqn.2.3 means that if we integrate along s, the summations of f (x,g) along the path

form the projections. It should be noted at this point that we consider (ú, s) system

as the projection coordinate system. The projections can also be d.enoted in the

projection coordinate system as:

f (t, s)ds (, 4\

W-e can prove that the Fourier transform of the object in (2, gr) coord.inare sysrem

is interchangeable with the Foruier transform of the projection d.ata in the (t, s)

coordinate systems. In the (r, g) system, the Foruier transform of the obiect is

Ptþ): l:
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Object f(x, y)

Ftc' 2.7. Formation of back-projections and the different coordinate svstems
follow

formulated as:

F(u,a) : l: l7rO,u) 
.e-izn(,î+us)d,rd,a (2 5)

where, (2, u) is the coordinate system in the Fourier domain.

The Fourier transform of the projection data (from eqn.2.4) is formulated. as:

se(,) : I:ll-_, u, s) . ¿-i2n,t a,f at (2.6)

In eqn.2.6, the Fourier domain for the projection data is taken to be the polar



(r,0) coordinate system. using the transformations (t : ncosd * rsind) and

-zsin 0 + A cosd), eqn.2.6 can be reformulated as:

se(r) f @,ù"-ir".tdrdg (, 7\

The right hand side of. eqn.2.7 represents the two-dimensionai Fourier t¡ansform

of the density f (r,a) and the left hand side is the 1D Fourier transform of the

projections. Therefore. taking ihe lD Fourier transform of the projections of an

object at an angle d is equivalent to obtaining the two dimensional Fourier rransform

of the density f (r,a) along the line ú inclined at an angle d. This is the cmx of the

Central Slice Theorem. If we take these projections at many angles, then we can get

this 2D Fourier transform of the projections at many such lines inclined at various

angles. If the number of angles is large enough, we get many lines of the 2D Fourier

transforms of the object. If we now find the inverse Fourier transform of all these

lines, we can obtain the object's densities f @,ù for all the (ø, g) in the object,s cross

section. That is,
roo fæ

f (x,ù : 
J_* J_*Se@)"i2r(w+uÐ 

¿u¿, (2.8)

where LL: u) cosd, u : u) sind and Se(r) -- F(rcosd,øsind) : F(u,u).

Converting the cartesian (u, u) coordinate system into the polar (r,,0) coordinate

system, eqn,2.8 can be re-written as:
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: I:T:

f (x,a) : f2T fæ

J, J _*, (r,0)¿i2"'(x coso+asino) rd-¿g

flt roo

J, J _*, (r, 0)ei2"'(r cose+s sino) rdr¿6 ¡
f2tr fæ

J , J _*, (r, 0 + r¡e12"'(c cos(d+zr)+v sin,r+t)) r¿r¿6

ro fæ-
J, J_*lr(r,0) l, | ¿i2ra(xcos?+csi..o)dul d0

(2.e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.r2)



In eqn-2.12 the terms inside the square brackets (the operation ind.icat"d by tl:
inner integral) represents the filtering operation and evaluate the filtered projections,

and the operation being performed by the outer integral evaluate the back-projections,

which basically represents a smearing of the fi.ltered projections back on to the object

and then finding the mean over all angles.

The filtered back projection algorithm can therefore be thought of as a th¡ee

step process:

i. Find the Fou¡ier transform in lD of the projections

2. Find the filtered projections. This essentiaily means multiplying the results of

step 1 with the filtering function in the frequency domain and finding its inverse

Fou¡ier transform.

3. Finding the back projections. This step is the smearing of the fi.ltered projec-

tions back on to the object.

2.3.2 The Rebinning Algorithm

High-speed data gathering methodologies employed in the 3'd and 4¿à generations

usually require fan-beam geometries. Therefore, the projections acquired. are no long

parallel beam geometries. Algorithms such the fiItered backprojection reconstruction

algorithm described in Section 2.3.1 are no longer suffi.cient for image reconstruction.

One of the ways of solving this problem is to implement a rebinning algorithm

which converts the fan-beam data into a parallel beam format. Figure 2.8 shows

correspondence between the fan beam and the parallel beam geometries. In Figure 2.8,

/¡ is the angle of the central ray of the beam, and ø¡ is the curvilinear distance along

the detector ray. The source defines the center of the array. The relationship between

the fan beam lre,ópl coordinate sysrem and the parallel beam lr,,ól coordinated.
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[p:0

Flc. 2.8. Correspondence between actual data
coordinates. The hollow points are original data
the intermediate points.

system is given by:

J¡:3

Jç:2

J¡:l

Jp:0

coordinates and the intermediate
and their projections on x-axis are

(2.13)

(2.t4)

where the de-

I--------r-
I
I

A0

X,

t, : R.sin(npl2R)

ó: óe + rp/2R

where, 2Ris the source-te.detector distance.

Fan beam projection data is represented by the array. rrlip,jef,
tector position rr(ie) and the central ray angle ór(jr) is given by:

re(ip): i,p\rp (2.ib)

óe(jp): jr\ór (2.16)

The parallel beam data-set is recorded in the 
"[r, 

j] coordinate system. where ¿

---)----j----¿--t!tl
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JE:3

Jr:2

Jr:1

Jp:0
Ir:0 X,

Flc. 2.9. Correspondence between intermediate coordinate points and homogeneous
rectilinear grid points. The hollori- points are regular reãtilinea¡ grid points.

and j specifo the detector position r,"(i) and the projection angie þ(j) according to:

r.(i) : i[a,

q(i) : j Ló

(2.17)

(2.18)

Recording data into the parallel beam geometry is done by two stages of in-
terpolation. The first stage consists of generation of an intermediate array r,lie, jl,
which is obtained by holding i¡ constant and performing a 1-D interpolation over

ir' Figure 2.9 shows the intermediate coordinate system. r'þr,j] corresponds to
the parallel beam data obtained at urLiform angular intervals but with non-uniform

spaced detectors. This is denoted by:

,'lir, i'-: re(ip, ii) (2.19)

where 1þ denotes the result of the interpolation of r'lir, jelto non-integer valued 7|
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() ,^\jþ: jLó/Lóe - i\xp/(zRÁ'óe)

The second interpolation is to correct for non-uniform spacing by holding j con-

stant. Figure 2.9 shows the implementation of the second interpolation:

r(i', i) : î'(i"e, i)

where, the interpolated value fp' of. r/ is evaluated at:

(2.21)

ii : QRlLrp) arcsin(i\rplR) (, )r\



Chapter 3

PROBTEM OVERVIEW

This chapter discusses the issues involved in the design and implernentation of

the 4th generation CT scanner that was implemented. in this thesis project. The three

chief design modules of the data acquisition system (DAS) a¡e introduced. These are:

r The analog detector assembly,

o The digital control hardwa¡e, and

o The software control svstem.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 provide a more detailed description of these individ.ual

modules.

As discussed in Section 1.1, the use of orthogonal radiographs for visualization of
patient anatomy and treatment applicators is inherently error-prone. A CT scanner

which uses the brachytherapy isotope is implemented. This helps obtain 3-D images

of the patient anatomy.

In many respects, the Nucletron Afterload,er at Cancer Care \Ianiioba provid.es

a good basis for implementing a 4th generation CT scanner. The T.5C¿ 1e2.Ir source

used b¡'' the HDR brachybherapy machine has several qualities suitable for use as an

imaging source for a CT scanner. It is small enough (O.3bcnz) to achier,e a reasonable

spatial resolution in the resulting CT image. The high activity fron the T.Scisource
32



33helps in keeping scan times short. The high energ-y 7-rays emitted by the source

makes it possible to image patients with large girths without excessively increasing

the noise (or conversely, the scan times) in the reconstructed CT images. iVloreover,

the source moves under the HDR unit's computer control and no ext¡a means of

mechanical movement of the source is required. Because the source moves through a

thin 2mm-diameter-wide catheter, the size of the gantry can be quite small. These

properties make it very suitable for use in the project.

The NucletronHDR brachytherapy machine was not manufactured with imaging

issues (such as image quality and scan-times) in mind. Therefore, there a,re some

limitations posed by the machine. These had an impact on the design of the CT

scanner.

There are certain drawbacks to the use of the HDR machine. The orientation of

the source is not ideal for imaging. The sou¡ce must travel lengthw-ise (3 - 1mm) in

the imaging plane. The scan times (approximately 2mi,ù also end up being longer

than conventional X-ray CT scanners.

Figure 3.1 provides a cross-sectional view of ihe CT scanner. It shows the gantry

(which houses the detectors, the source ring and the collimators among other things),

the patient support system and the necessary mechanical support systems for the

gantry' The usabie circle inside the collimator ring (the bore diameter) is bOcrn. The

external circle of the collimator ring (the detector ring d.iameter) is TT.6cm..

The 7-ray detectors a¡e mounted to a lead coliimator consisting of two lead discs.

These discs have an internal diameter of.53crn and an external diameter of.TT.6un.

The discs are separated by 0.8qn- Adjustable collimator jaws, located on the inner

diameter of the scanner, reduce the amount of spurious radiation to the patient.

The scanner size is largely determined by the maximum diameter of the source

ring which is 68.8ø2. The minimum diameter is constrained by the size of the patient
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Flc' 3.1. Schematics for the scanner gantry showing a cross-sectional view of the
collimator ring, the patient suppofi system and the mechanical support system.
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table as well as that of the patient. Ideally, the bore diameter should ¡. turel:
than 50c'rn But, this was prevented. by the minimum acceptable resolution, urr¿ ,fr"
constraint on the source ring diameter. Also, the need to collimate the slice thickness

affected the size of the bore diameter. Increasing the bore diameter without increasine

the soruce ring diameter results in larger srice thickness.

Catheters are located between the lead discs and resid.e just in front of the

scintillator crystals which act as the detectors. These catheters bear the 1_rav source

during imaging.

3.1 System Modules

Figure 3.2 shows the schematics of the major electronic components in the CT
scanner. The scarrner electronics comprise of the following sections:

i' The HDR brachytherapy instrument, which provides and controis the .y-rav

source.

The 96 eight-channel T-ray detector assemblies, which detect the 7-rays striking

the channel and convert them into corresponding electrical signals.

The 18 "Y+ay source position sensors which keep track of the .y-ray source at

the beginning position of each catheter.

The 96 : L analog multiplexer, which muitiplexes the analog signals from the g6

detector assemblies to a single channel.

The analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, which digitizes the analog signal for

storage and processing.

The digital computer, which stores the digitized data and performs rebinning

and fiitered backprojection to generate the imase.

2.

o¿.

4.

6.
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Flc. 3.2. Schematics for the CT scanner electronics. Note that there is no electrical
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377. The master controller, which synchronizes the operations of the .y-ray detectái

assemblies, the 96 : 1 analog multiplexer and the A/D converter with the motion

of the .y-ray source.

3.1.1 The HDR Brachytherapy Machine

An understanding of the Nucletron Afterloader HDR machine is important in
order to make design decisions for the scanner. The machine itself cannot be modified

in any way. Moreover, there can be no electronic connection between the HDR

instrument and the rest of the CT scanner.

The Afterloader provides the means to move the radioactive 7-ray source at the

end of a steel cable. It uses anls2Ir source with a strength between 5 and 10 Cu¡ies.

It uses a0.35ctn long source with a diameter of around 0.06cm, and is mounted at

the end of. a 200un long metai cable.

The 7-ray source is automatically positioned anywhere within any one of the 1g

catheters connected to the machine and moves at relatively high speed between dwell

locations. Each catheter can be a maximum of 150øn long.

Due to restrictions imposed by the HDR machine, the source can dwell at a
maximum of 48 positions inside each catheter. Additionally, each catheter can be

accessed only once during a "treatment" program. The minimum source increment

required for desirable spatial resolution in the CT image is g.21crn. This means that
only I2un' of each catheter can be effectively used. This provides us with a ring

diameter of 68.8cr¿.

The dwell times must be in increments of 0.1 seconds. The source initialty nìoves

to the position closest to the instrument and then periodicall¡r steps to each drvell

position in the catheter.



3.1.2 The 7-Ray Detector Assembly 38

Each 7-ray detector assembly consists of eight CdWO4 (cadmium tungstate)
scintillation crystals, a 16-element photodiode array (model ,5566g Hamamatsu pho-

todiode array), and associated electronics.

Cadmium tungstate has several desirable properties which make it desirable for
our application. It is non-hygroscopic. Therefore, no air-tight enclosures are required.

The crystals only need to be tight-tighi. The light output per incident 7-ray is only
30% of that of other detectors like cesium iodide (Csi). The afterglowl factor is about
10 times lower than CsI. This is very important to reduce scatter and scan-times

when being used for CT imaging.

The iight emission spectrum for CdWOa crystal peaks at around 500nnz. This
is a reasonable match for the spectrai response of the photodiode array. In addition,

CdWO4 crystals are relatively inexpensive.

Two elements of each photodiode array are used for each detector channel. The
cr¡rstal-photodiode assembly produces a current proportional to the amount of ry-

radiation incident on the crystal.

Each of the eight-channel detector arrays is 2.52ctn wide. A total of 96 boards

therefore form a detector ring which is77.6cm in diameter. Chapter 4 gives a more

detailed description of the detector assemblies

3.1.3 The Source position Sensor

The 18 independent 7-ray source position sensors are positioned at the beginning
of each catheter in the ring. They generate interrupts for the DAS of the CT scanners

and trigger the beginning of a data acquisition cycle.

'The afterglow of a radioactir,e source is the time required for the source to decay to 10% of itsinitial strenEth



The dwell-times and positions of the source in the catheters are reprod,r.ibl" f:?
the Nucletroz HDR brachytherapy machine. Therefore, if the time and location of
the source is measured once it enters the catheter, the other dwell-times and locations
for the catheter can be calcr¡lated.. Therefore onJy 18 source position sensors (one for
each catheter) is required for estimating all s64 (ls x 48) positions of the sou¡ce insid.e

the catheters.

3.L.4 The 96: 1 Analog Multiplexer Unit

The g6 : 1 analog multiplexer unit multiplexes the analog output of the g6

detector assemblies into a single channel. Each detector assembly houses an g : 1

multiplexer on-board. The output of the 768 analog channels are therefore mul-
tiplexed to a single A/D board on the digital computer. The multipiexing of the
analog channels into a single channel considerably simplifies the design of the master
controller and also helps in reducing the cost of the CT scanner. Analog multiplexers
are considerably cheaper than A/D converters.

3.1.5 The Analog-to-Digitat (A/D) Converrer

A Nati'onal Instruments ÃlD converter is used to convert the analog signal ac-
quired from the detector channels into digital data to be stored in the host computer.
The A/D board can be clocked by externar pu-rses at a maximum frequen q, of 20kH z.
Data is digitized to a precision of 16 bits.

3.1.6 The Host Computer

The host computer (Apple Maclntosh G3) in conjunction with the masrer con-

troller, synchronizes the data acquisition sequence. The host computer s used to
enter all the data acquisition parameters. These are then input to the different reg-



isters of the master controller during different stages of the data acquisition. Anl

embedded micro-controller (I396EX Tem Engi,ne) w'orks in direct interface with the
host computer. It is software-driven. Chapter 6 discusses the software implemented
on the micro-controller.

The host computer stores the digitized d.ata and reconstructs the tomosram
images from the acquired data.

3.7.7 The Master Controller

The master controller consists of the dedicated. controi hardware used to srrn-

chronize the data retrieval from proper detector channels during the data acquisition
cycie' It interfaces wiih the host computer at one end and the analog data acquisition
hardware on the other. Chapter 5 gives a more detailed. description of the desien and
implementation of the master controller.

3.2 Data Acquisition Sequence

The data acquisition sequence of the scanner is determined largely by the limita-
tions and capabilities of the HDR brachytherapy unit. Thus, the acquisition sequence

depends on the spatial and temporal accuracy of ihe HDR instrument.

To begin the acquisition of an image, the HDR irstrument is programmed. such

that the radioactive source moves through each of the catheters surrourlding the
patient' The source is positioned for a progïammed dwell-time at all ailowed locations
within each catheter. This ensures that the sou¡ce is positioned at equally spaced

locatio¡s in the ring around the patient.

At each source position, a number of detectors, positioned on the opposite sid.e of
the sou¡ce. detect the radiation passing through the patient. To generate an artifact-
free image. it is important to know the source position-. and their dw-ell-times.



When the radioactive source arrives at the begiruring of the catheter, u ,o*tå
position sensor sends the trigger to the master controller. The master controller then
initiates a data acquisition sequence for that catheter.

The control circuitry for the Data Acquisition System is a software-controlled

interrupt-driven system. Figrue 3.3 provides a flow-chart representation of the data
acquisition sequence. Before an image is acquired, the host computer transfers the
control data to the master controller. This is used to set all the requisite parameters.

These include the sequence of the dwell locations and their respective dwell times,

including the detector sequences that are to be read for each dwell 1ocation.

Once the acquisition parameters are in place, the controiler begins waiting for
the first sensor interrupt to arrive. When the source is fed to a particular catheter,

an interrupt is generated and the particular catheter number is recorded. For proper
image reconstruction, the order in which the sou¡ce enters various catheters must
agree with the order expected by the computer.

The active-catheter number is compared with the expected-catheter. A positive-

check indicates that the right catheter is in use. The rest of the data acquisition
cycle can then progress' The data acquisition cycle is described in greater details in
Chapter 5.

A negative check on the encoded source catheter indicates that the wrong

catheter is being used. In such a case, the d.ata is discarded. Ideally, any such

error detection would trigger the abortion of the data acquisition sequence. However.

the A/D converter used in the DAS requires the requested amount of data be trans-

ferred before an error message can be generated. Thus, the data acquisition sequence

must be carried out and then the subsequent d.ata is to be discarded.
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Fic. 3.3. Flow chart representation of the Data Acquisition Sequence.



433.3 Contributions

This thesis was based on work done at Cancer Care Manitoba and was part
of joint group project. Numerous sections described. in this thesis v/as a result of

contributions from different members of this $oup. This section enumerates these

contributions.

Chapter 4 describes the workings of the analog detector assembly module. The

design and implementation of the initial prototype was performed by Dr. Anita
Berndt, Dr. Daniel Rickey and Dr. Satyapal Rathee. The eight channel assembl5,-

was primariiy designed by Dr. Rathee. The prototype was implemented and tested

for noise characteristics by Dr. Berndt.

This prototype was ported over onto Printed Circuit Boards by the author. There

were 96 such boards which were fabricated. These PCB's were then populated. jointl-"*

by the author and Dr. Berndt. These 96 boards were then individ.ually tested. for both

light and dark current noise characteristics by the author. The noise characteristics

from the PCB assemblies were validated with those from the prototype design for

authentication purposes.

Chapter 5 describes the digital hardware control mod.uie. The overall module

and interface (Figures 3.2 and 5.i) was designed by Dr. Rathee. Dr. Rathee and the

author jointly designed the individual modules with the exception of the Source Sensor

Circuit which was designed by Dr. Rathee. These modules were then implemented by

the author. Dr. Rathee and the author then jointly tested the modules for correctness.

The corresponding signals generated by the moduies (Figures 5.8, b.g and 5.10) were

then recorded for correctness by the author.

Chapter 6 describes the software control mod.ule. Dr. Rickey and. the author
jointly worked on the design and implementation of the software code for the micro-

controller modules which is the iiason between the host computer and the rest of the



DAS hardware. The software code was individuaily tested. with a single *r.ffi
detecto¡ board for validation. This testing was also jointly done by Dr. Rickey and.

the author. Appendix A presents the code for the software.

The Port Controller Unit described in Chapter 6 was jointly d.esigned. and tested

by the author and Dr. Rathee.



Chapter 4

THE EIGHT CHANNEL ANATOG DETECTOR

ASSEMBLY

As noted in Chapter 2, the CT reconstruction is based. on measured. transmission

data of ?-rays at various angles around the object. The first step toward.s retrieval of
meaningful transmission data is the accurate generation of electronic signals propor-
tional to the intensity of X-rays incident on the scintillation d.etector crystais.

The scintiliation crystals produce opticai signals proportional to the incid.ent 7-
rays' The visible light is then measured. by photodiodes. The eight-channel analog
detector assembly, described in this chapter, d.etects the optical signal incident on the
photodiode arrays[2]. It generates an electrical voltage proportional to the intensity
of the light rays and processes the signal to minimize the effects of any electronic noise

and passes the signai onto the A/D converter on the host computer to be digitized
and stored.

4.L Detector Circuit Design

Figure 4.1 shows a single channel in the analog

detector circuit is divided into four distinct parts.

optical signal generated by the cadmium tungstate

detector assembly board. The

The photodiode com'erts the

(C dW O 4) scintillation crystals

Aq
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47 kç¿

Photo-diodes Stage Switched-capacitor
Integrator Stage

Low Pass Filter Stage

SMB
Connector

MUX Select Signals

S/H and 8-to-l MuX Staee

Flc. 4.1. Circuit diagram of one channel on an 8-channel analog detector assembly
board' Each channel comprises of fou¡ distinct stages: a photodiode pair, a switched.-
capacitor-integrator stage, a low-pass-amplifi.er stage, and a S/H-mux stage

into electricai current.

The current is then integrated over a period of time by a switched. capacitor op-

amp integrator and converted to voltage. The low-pass filter amplifi.er stage removes

high-frequency noise components in the signal and amplifies the signal before it is

retrieved by the A/D converter on the host computer. The sample-and-hold an¿ the

multiplexer stages coordinate the retrieval of the analog signal by the A/D converter

and are controlled by signals from the hardware control unit (Chapter b).

!
I

!V,



474.L.L Photodiode Characteristics

The photodiode a,rray used in this design is a 55668 Hamamatsr¿ 16-element

diode array. Each photodiode is 0.1775ctn wide and 0.2un long with a0.04øn gap

between consecutive diodes. Each scintillation crystal covers exactly two photodi-

odes' Therefore, each of the eighi analog channels uses two photodiodes to derive

the photocurrent to be supplied to the signal processing unit of the assembly (Figrue

4.1).

4.L.2 Op-amp Integrator Characteristics

The second stage of the detector assembiy is the switched op-amp integrator

circuit which converts the electrical current to voltage (Figure 4.1). This stage is

required before the signal can be filtered and sampled. Figures 4.2 and 4.4 show two

current-to-voltage converter opamp circuits.

Figure 4.2 shows an op-amp integrator circuit similar to the one implemented. in
the analog detector assembiy. The inverting input terminal of the op-amp is supplied

by a current source, which simulates the photodiode in Figure 4.1. Because of the

high open loop gain of the oPamps, there is almost zero potential difference between

the inverting and the non-inverting terminais of the opamp. 'When a DC-cwrent ,I
is passed through the integrator circuit with the switch open for a time period of A?.
the resulting output voltage V can be represented as:

,: -à l,
.1, I .LT
LA,t N

C¿
(4.i)

Considering a single spectral component of the time-d.ependent (AC component)

current flowing through a photodiode can mathematically represented as:

I(t¡ : I"(r) - cos (,uú) (¿.)\
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For an integration time of AT seconds (when the switch is open), the outpui

voltage can be formulated as:

u: -+ ["".0," C¿Jo
I f^T: - C, J, /'(ø)cos (uT)'dt

1 sin fuLT\: (,1 2\
C, a \T"r/

The transfer function of the switched capacitor integrator circuit is given by

eqn.4.4. It relates the voltage output of the integrator to the current input amplitude.

tv(u)lH(,): 
lrf,i I

/ sin (øAT) \ / A" \
:l'/lf-l

\ c-,ar ) \co)
AT: fi .si,nc(a\T) (4.4)

The impulse response of the integrator can be represented as the inverse For¡¡ier

transform of the transfer function in eqn.4.4:

(

(4.5)h(t¡ : F-rln(a)l : lù 
-Lr < t < Lr

[0 otherwise

Sources of electrical noise generated by the detector assembly include [2]:

1. current noise in the photodiode and opamps,

2. input noise voltage of the op-amps,

3. cy'cle-to-cycle variation of charge injector into the integrator capacitor from the

dieital switch
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l,
Ftc. 4.2. Schematics for a switched. capacitor op-amp integrator based.

current-to-voltage converter

4. cycle-to-cycle variation of the retained. charge after integration capacitor dis-

charge, and

5' shot noise due to leakage current in the switch open state.

For minimizing the effects of the cycle-to-cycle variation of the injected. and

retained charges on the capacitor C¿, the output voltage is sampled twice - once

before the integration commences (when the capacitor is in a discharged state) and. a

second time after the integration is complete. The difference between the two ,u'oltage

is stored as a valid reading. Since both these charges are placed on the C¿ at the

beginning of the integration period, this scheme virtuaily eliminates injection and

retention current noise.

The gains for the the switched capacitor integrator design are \Tf C¿. The gain

for the implemented converter stage for a A? of.4.0ms and. C¿ of.InF is about 4x106.
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There are several different sources of noise in the aforementioned switched-
capacitor integrator circuit. The dark current produced by the photodiode when
no light is incident on it is a source of noise. The op-amp is also a source of noise.

The digital switch in the circuit is also a source of leakage cu¡rent noise. The the-
oretical estimation mathematics is aiso documented in Dr. Anita Berndt,s doctoral
thesis.

Assume that the cumulative noise currenÍ spectral density is given in the fre-
qirency domain æ 01¿. The noise spectral density of the output uoltage ol" isrepre-
sented as:

V"(r) : Hz(a) .o?,,

rof

,1f*ol,: *- J_*olo. 
H2(u) . dtt (4.7)

Eqn'4'7 can be reformulated by inserting the expression of H(r) from eqn.4.4.

The noise variance can then be formulated as:

, LTz
o;¿. ZT . si,nc'(u\T) . d,

The output noise function for the switched capacitor can be obtained by solving
eqn.4.8, and the result obtained is:

o1.: * l**

(4.6)

14 R\

(4.e)

In order to estimate the noise voltage of the detector assembly board., we use the
foliowing noise characterizations to calculate the final noise [2]. The noise spectral
densities of the different components are:

vf¿u -
. onL

vz

AT
2



o Dark current - 2.9 x 10-15 A/\,m.

e Op-amp input noise - 10.0 x 10-15 AlrÆ;.

o Digital switch - 1.g x I}-Ls A/rfÐ.

The cumulative input current noise spectral density can be calcuiated by the
square root of the sum of the squares of the components and comes out to be 1.06 x
10-14 A/rÆ. The output voltage noise spectral density by eqn.4.9 can be calculated
to be approximately 4.6g x 10-7 V/Jm

Using Section 4.1.4, 'yve can see that the bandpass is 33gãz and the gain is about
47'0' Multiplying the voltage noise spectral density, the band.width of the low pass

filter and the filter gain, we get the figure of 747 ¡"tV for the total noise voltage at the
end of the analog detector boards.

ï"

Flc' 4'3' Schematics for a low-pass-filter used to suppress high frequenc,v noise in
the analog detector boards

51



524.L.4 Low Pass Filter Cha¡acteristics

The integrated signal is passed through a low-pass filter stage which not only
reduces the effect of high frequency noise but also amplifies the voltage by a factor of
47 (Figure 4.3). The -JdB cut-off frequency for the low-pass filter can be given by:

JC - 2nR2¡C¡ (4.i0)

With Æ2¡ being 47kQ and C¡ being 70nF, the cut-off frequency comes out to be

about 339H2. The gain for the low pass filter amplifier stage (as in given in eqn.4.10)

ls 41.

l-:t (4.11)

The transfer function of the filter stage is given by:

tçl^
r(t) : F-' 

Lr +frÃl: ""exP 
(-ø"ú)

where u" is 2rf. and F-l is the inverse Fourier transform operation.

(4.12)

4.L.5 The S/H and 8:1 Multiplexer Stage

Each detector assembly consists of eight individual detector channeis. These

channels are multiplexed into a single analog channel. There are 96 such eight-

detector assembly boards. These are fed to the g6 : 1 multiplexer unit (Chapter 5)

to be e',entualiy connected to the singie A/D converter. The 8 : 1 multiplexer chio

used in this case is the CDI4051

AII detector elements (a ma-ximum of 768 have to be measured at the same

instant in time during a measurement cycle. This is required to keep the electronic

gain identical for all the channels. Therefore, the amplified voltage signal is helcl at
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Ftc' 4'4' Schematics for a resistor based oÞamp cu¡rent-to-voltage converter

the same time for all detector channeis. This is achier,ed by the S/H circuit. Two
4channei s/H chips (Analog Devices sMp - 04 are used for this p'rpose.

The width of the holding pulse is determined by the number of d.etectors to
be sampled during the pulse. During this time period, multiplexer control signals

are used to cycle the analog input of the A/D converter. These signals control the

on-board 8 : 1 multiplexers and the rest of the analog multiplexer unit described in
Chapter 5

4.2 Transconductance Amplifier Overview

The output voltage of the circuit in Figure 4.4 is represented as:

Vr' : I 'Rn (4.13)

For an ideal noise-free constant cu¡rent source. both the circuits can be used

interchangeably. However specific limitations on the noise requiremenrs of the signal

generated makes the switched capacitor op-amp integrator circuit a better choice.



The gain of the transconductance amplifier is R¿. For comparable gains Uut*."r, tflt
two designs, it was experimentally determined that the switched-capacitor based in-

tegrator outperformed the resistor based op-amp amplifier circuit. The resistor based

op-amp has the disadvantage of generating substantial thermal noise for comparable

gains.

4.3 Detector Assembly Board Fabrication

The circuit described in Section 4.1 was first implemented. as a prototype wire-

wrap circuit board. The average da¡k noise was experimentaily noted. to be ap-

proximately It\p'V at a sampling frequency of l00ízl2l. There u/âs a difference of

approximately a factor of 7.0 between the estimated noise voltage and the experimen-

tally obtained one. This can possibll- be attributed to inaccurate assumptions about

opamp noise current characteristics during the estimation phase.

The PCB-design package ORCAD"M was used. to transport the original design

on to PCB. The eight-channei photodiode assembly is 2.52qn wide, and this consti-

tutes the width of the boards. Since each of these detector assemblies need to be

flush with each other, these constraints were kept in mind when designing the board.

Furthermore, since these boards sit on top of the gantry, these boa¡ds were designed

so that ali populated components are placed on only one side. Ninety-six of these

boards were then fabricated on printed-circuit-boards (pcB's).

Each boa¡dis2.52crn wide and approximately 25crn long. Figure 4.5 shows both

sides of the PCB board designed. All individual components were hand-soldered on

to each of the 96 boards and were tested for noise characteristics for both d.ark as

well as iight currents.
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FIc. 4.5. The two sides of the printed circuit board hosting the eight channel analog
detector circuit. Components were hand-soldered on to the top of the PCB



4.4 Detector Assembly Characterization

Once fabricated and populated, each of these individual detector assembly boards

have to be tested to observe if they confirm the noise figures gained. from the prototype
experiment results. Assembly boards which do not conform to the noise figures have

to be discarded.

In order to characterize the detector assemblies, a dedicated clock board was

fabricated' One board was tested at a time, i.e.. only one assembly was connected

to the clock board. To reduce RF interference. the assembly was mounted on an

aluminium bar that vr'as connected to ground. The output of the detector assembly

was connected directly to the A/D converter boa¡d.. The g6 : 1 analog multiplexer
unit was not used during the test.

The source of tight used in the experiments was a 150-mCandela gïeen LED. This
mimics the spectrai output of the scintiliator cr-v*stals. Earlier experiments conducted

had sought to get the validity between the intensities of the LED and the radioisotope

sourcef2]' The iight rvas connected in series with a 4.Tk}resistor and a 10y DC Ðower

suppiy.

4.ó Detector Output Results

The two sets of experimentations conducted are enumerated in the followine two
sections. section 4.5.8 summarizes the result of the tests.

4.5.L Dark Current Characteristics

The results for da¡k current measurements are enumerated belo,,v:

1' Figure 4'9 shows the distribution of dark crurent noise among each of the eight

channeis on the 96 boards checked.
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172.L3 TT2.2I 1r2.61 1i4.51

2.

ù.

Tabie 4.1. Average noise measurements for each of the eight channels in
dark-cu¡rent conditions

Table 4.2. Average noise measurements for each of the eight channels in
light-current conditions

Table 4'1 enumerates the average noise measurements for charurels 1 through g.

The noise measurements statistics and the average and standard. deviation for
each channel is plotted in Figur es 4.T and 4.g respectively.

The cumulative average noise was calculated to be r7l.r6¡-r.V, which is simiiar
to the 7I0p,V reported by Berndt et al,f2l.

The standard deviation of the noise isg.L6uV.

The average dark current readings for each individual channels is shown in
Figure 4.6.

The average dark current read.ings come out to be 25g.532r¿7 with a standard
deviation of 42.40mV.

4.5.2 Light Current Characteristics

The results for the light current measurements are enumerated below:

1' Figure 4'10 shows the distribution of light current noise figures among each of
the eight channels on the g6 boards checked.

A

n
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2. For light readings, the average noise figures for channels 1 through 8 are provid.eã

in Table 4.2.

3. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 shows the cumulative noise statistics and the average an

standard deviation for each of the individual channels respectivelv.

4. The average cumulative noise figure obtained was l2T.Ig¡tV.

5. The standard deviation on the noise is approximately g.T5p,V.

6. The average light readings for each of the individual channels is shown in Figure

4.I3.

7. The average readings come out to be -2I7.07mIl with a standard deviation of

55.58mV.

4.5.3 Results

As is obvious from the noise characteristics from the previous two sections, the

dark noise current figures closely compared with the prototype but not with the

theoretically derived number. The figures from the light noise cu¡rent characterizatíon

are slightly higher than those of the dark noise current.
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Chapter 5

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

HARDWARE CONTROT CIRCUIT

This chapter describes the design and implementation of the va¡ious modules

in the hardware control circuit which functions as the master controiler for the d.ata

acquisition system of the 4th generation CT scanner described in this thesis. The

modules described in this Chapter is a result of joint work between the author and

Dr. Satl-apal Rathee. Section 3.3 enumerates the contributions in greater d.etails.

Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the various modules implemented. in the hard.ware

controi circuit as well as the signals between each module.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the system and a description of the HDR

brachltherapy machine which is used as a controlier for the imaging sowce. We take

another iook at a compiete data acquisition sequence before we begin our description

of the control hardware.

At the beginning of a data acquisition sequence, the HDR brachybherapy unit

puts the sorrrce in the first catheter at the position nearest to itself (the 48¿h position).

The sou¡ce then moves from the 48¿å through the 1"¿ position in the catheter according

to pre-programmed dwell times at each dwell location. This cycle is repeated in each

of the remaining 17 catheters.

Each catheter has a source sensor. which when it detects a source, signals the
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arrival of the source at that particular catheter. The DAS then measures a ,.t of p.6J

prograrnmed detector signals located on the other side of the patient in an arc large

enough to encompass the patient completely. After the first set of detector read.ings.

the sou¡ce changes it dwell location.

\\è now discuss the va¡ious modules in the hardware control circuit. Section 5.2

takes a more detailed look at the timing signals in the sysrem.

5.1 The Source Sensor Circuits and the Source Sensor Encoder Unit

The function of the source sensor circuits is to detect the arrival of the radioiso-

tope source in its assigned catheter. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic diagram for one

of the 18 source sensor circuits in use.

A scintiliator crystal-photodiode assembly is used to convert the 7-radiation into

an electric current. It is then converted to voltage by a trans-conductance ampiifier

and fu¡ther amplified (Figure 5.2)t. The RC time constant in the second stage of the

ampiifier is set such that the response time remains low enough on one hand and. the

ringing of the output signal is suppressed on the other.

100 pF

To Source Detector
Encoder Unit

Ftc. 5.2. Schematics for the source sensor circuit which detects source in the
catheter during a data acquisition sequence.

l\\brk done after this thesis have shown problems witl' the source sensor circuit when used in
the overali system
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Flc. 5.3. The sensor encoder circuit which encodes the signai from the source sensor
circuits and generates the number for the pa.rticular sensor circuit the signal came
from.

The source sensor encoder unit is used to determine the channel number occupied.

by the radioisotope. Figure 5.3 shows the schematics of the encoder unit. There is

no di¡ect w'ay of knowing whether the radioisotope source has been launched. into the

desired channel' Therefore, the 18 outputs from the source sensor circuits are fed

to an 18 : õ encoder. This is implemented by using two 8 : J T4LSI48 encoders, as

shosrt in Figure 5.3' The encoded channei number is held at the input port of the

port controiler unit (part of the embedded micro-controller unit which is described in
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Chapter 6). This is d.one by using an 8-bit 74Ll374latch. The micro-controller th8l
verifies whether the proper channel number is in use or not.

The source detector encoder unit also generates a digital interrupt signal when

it detects radiation at one of its inputs. This signals the start of the acquisition

cycle. The SourceDetect interrupt generated by the encoder unit uses a T4LSI2I

monostable multivibrator. This generates a |70p,s wide pulse. This ensures that

there is enough time for the micro-controller (Chapter 6) to toad the set of detector

parameters onto the counters in the timer control unit. Section 5.2 gives a more

detailed explanation of this.

5.2 The Timer Control Unit

The timer control unit is responsibie for generation of the sy'nchronous control

signals used by the other modules. As discussed in Chapter 4 the d.ata acquisition

cycle for a particular source position consists of sampling the required d.etectors twice.

For each data acquisition cycle, each detector is first sampled at the start of the in-

tegration cycle. The signal is then integrated over a certain pre-determined period. of

time and then sampled again. The difference between the second. and the first sam-

plings constitutes the data collected for reconstruction. This, as discussed in Chapter

4 is one of the steps taken towards reducing the effects of noise. This constitutes a

single signal acquisition sequence.

The timer control unit generates three control signais for the analog detector

boards. namely:

o The integrate/discharge I/D signal,

o The sample-and-hold S/H signai, and

o The gated clock ExtConv signai.
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The softwa¡e controlled L/D signal is used to discharge the integrating capacitors

on the analog boards at the end of a signal acquisition sequence. For a given source

position, the time duration of the signal acquisition sequence is determined. by the

pre-programmed dwell time of the source at that particular position. This may or

may not be the same for every dwell location.

The S/H signal is used to hold the initial and the final integrated output of each

channel till the signal is read and stored by the host computer. There are two S/H

signals during a signal acquisition sequence - one for the initiat and a second one for

the final integrated output. By using a universal S/H signal to trigger alt the channels,

it is ensured that all channel integrate over exactiy identical periods of time. The

width of the S/H pulses is determined by the number of channels to be sampled..

There is a fixed gap of 4.0ms between the initial and the final pulses of S/H signals.

This time delay is a function of the .RC constant of the low-pass-filter/amplifi.er stage

of the analog unit.

The ExtConv signal is a gated clock signal which causes the A/D conversion

sequence in the host computer. The number of ExtConv pulses during a given hold

period equais the number of detector channeis to be sampled.

Since the maximum speed of the A/D converter is 20kH Z, the basic clock speed

of the timer control unit is aIso2}lcíz. Figrue 5.5 shows aIMHz crystal oscillator

unit which is hard-wired to generate a20kHz signal.

Figure 5.4 shows the wirings of 4n-bit counte¡s used in the timer control unit

using 4-bít 74L5163 counters. These counters are responsible for generating the

detector numbers to be read during a specific S/H holding cycle. The minimum

time of acquisition allowed by the HDR brachytherapy machine is 0.1s. The time-of-

acquisition counter (Figure 5.5) can be implemented as a 12-bit counter triggered by

the 20kHz clock.
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Flc. 5.4. Wiring diagram for converting n 4bit counters into a  n-bit cognter

There are, as mentioned earlier, a totai of 768 detectors in the collimator ring.

The 12-bit number-of-detector counter is used to accomplish a detector counter. The

fixed time gap of 4.0ms is accomplished by the time-delay counter. These counters

are shown in Figure 5.5

5.2.1 Description of Timing Control Signals

Figure 5.6 shows the timing requirements of the important signals in the circuit.

The hardware implemented to achieve this is shown in Figure 5.7. The I/D and the

S/H signals are implemented by 74L574 D flip-flops controlled by the terminal counts

of their respective counters. A description of the important signals and a typical

signal acquisition sequence is provided below is provided below.

1. A Po¡¡er0N reset signal is generated when the hardware control unit is switched

ON. The Por¡er0N reset signal sets the S/H signal to sample (not hold), the I/D

Ênp Clk

Cf¡ 74163-B8cd Jn.bir Couorcr

En'l' Loað RC
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2.

Flc. 5.6. The synchronous timing control signals generated. by the timer control
umt.

to discharge (not integrate) and disables the ExtConv signal.

The SourceDetect interrupt signifi.es that the radioisotope has entered the

catheter and is at the first position in the catheter. The interrupt service rou-

tine on the host computer pre-loads the dwell times on the time-of-acquisition

counter and the number of detectors to be loaded on to the number-of-detectors

counter. It then initiates the S/H signal.

The S/H signal enabies the number-of-detectors c_ounter and the Extgonv puises

to be sent to the host computer. Mlhen all the detectors have been read, a

FinalÐetector signal disables the hold pulsed on the S/H. Ir also puts I/D to
discharge and enables the time-delay counter. Since the initiali zation of various

registers occtrrs after the SourceDetect interrupt is serviced by the software.

the data read during ihe very first hotding pulse of S/H is irrelevant and thus

discarded.

3.

4. After a delay of. 4.0ms, a DelayEnd. signal initiates another hold. pulse on S,/H
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Enable Deúector Count

Ftc. 5'7. Block diagram for the Timer Control Unit. Shown are the generators of
important control signals in the circuit.
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and asserts the EnableDetectorCount. A set of initial detector read.ings is

taken during this period. During this time, the capacitors keep on charging.

At the terminal count of the time-of-acquisition counter, another hold pulse is

generated by the S/H and the same detectors which were used for the initial

reading are read again for their after-integration readings. The ExtConv puises

are enabÌed during this.

A FinalDetector signal is asserted after all the detectors are read. This end.s

one signal acquisition sequence. The s/H is put on sample again, the r/D put to

discharge and the time.delay counter is enabled with the EnableDelay signal.

The embedded micro-controller then loads the next set of cowrter initializing

data on to the Timer Control Unit. These include the number of the first

detector to be read, the number of detectors to be read and the time delay.

8. Steps 4 through 7 a.re repeated for all dweli locations in a catheter.

9. Steps 2 through 8 are repeated for all the catheters used..

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show signals generated by the fabricated timer control unit.

The S/H and I/D signals are demonstrated for 8 ExtConv signals. These signals are

generated. while sampling a single analog detector assembly board. Each board has

eight analog channels. The Analog Multiplexe¡ Unit was thus not tested d.uring this

phase of experimentation.

Figure 5.10 was obtained to show and conflm that the I/D signal was indeed

generated every two sets of ExtConv signals which are separated by 4.0rns. This

provides the time delay for the integration and a method to sample the discharged

and integrated signals for the same set of detectors.

5.

o.

7.
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Flc. 5.8. The S/H signal with respect to eight ExtConv signals.

Flc. 5.9. The I/D signal with respect to eight ExtConv signals.
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/o5.3 The Analog Multiplexer Unit

The Analog Multiplexer unit is used to multiplex the 768 detector channels into

a single channel which is fed to the analog input of the A/D converter housed in the

host computer. 8 : 1 analog multiplexers (Motorola 14151) were used to accomplish

the task. Figure 5.11 shows the schematics of the Analog Multiplexer unit.

The entire unit is implemented in four levels. The first level consists of the

768 ; 96 stage which is implemented on-board of the analog detector assemblies

(Chapter 4). The second, third and the fou¡th levels consist of the 96 : L2, the L2 :2

and the 2: l stages respectively (Figure 5.11). A 10-bit control signal is required to

select a particular detector.

5.4 The Multiplexer Control Unit

The lVfultiplexer Control unit is used to generate the 10-bit control signal for

the analog mu-ltiplexer unit (Section 5.3). When the detectors are being read dwing

the holding pulse of S/H, the multiplexer control word (10-bit word) is incremented

by each ExtConv pulse. The initial control word is the detector number of the first

charu:el to be read.

The multiplexer control word is provided by a 10-bit synchronous counter shown

in Figure 5.12. The counter is implemented using 4-bit 74L5163 counters. The ini-

tial detector number is provided by the output port of the Port Controller Unit

of the microcontroller (Chapter 6) either by the SourceDetect interrupt or the

BeginReadCycte (Figure 5.5). It is on to the output lines of the counter by the

FinalDetector signal (Figure 5.5).

The counter are wired to wrap around after a count of 767 so that afber reading

up-to channel number 767, the next channel read is 0. A l3-input NAND gate is used

to generate a RESET signal on a count of 767.
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5.5 The Opto-isolator unit

The Opto'isolator writ is used to electrically isolate the digital portion of the

hardri'are from the analog part. This is especially important in the eight channel

detector assembly boards and the Analog Nlultiplexer Unit.

Switching signals generated by the digital control circuit is a major source of

noise. Switching causes changes in the cturents drawn in wires. These changes are

prone to generate noise. As a result, these signals are unsuitable for use in the analog

part of the hardware. These signals are therefore electrically isolated first before they-
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FIc. 5.13. The opto-isolator unit which electrically isolates signals between the
analog and the digitai halves of the hardware.

are provided to the analog ends.

Figure 5.13 shows the schematics of the opto-isolator circuit. Each opto-isolator

unit has a iight-emitting diode at the input and a photo.transistor at the ourpur.

This arrangement causes a complete electrical isolation between the input and the

output. The opto-isolator unit is used to isolate the digital signals M0p0:9, the S/H

and the I/D signals before they reach the analog circuit.
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Chapter 6

THE SOFTWARE CONITROI, MODUTE

The analog and digital ha¡dware modu-les discussed in chapters 4 and 5 respec-

tivel¡r are sofbware driven units. They react to controls generated by the software

stage of the scanner. In this chapter the different units of the software control mod-

ule a¡e discussed. The software code implemented on the d.ed.icated. micro-controller

unit is given in Appendix A. This work was accomplished jointly by Dr. Rickey an¿

the author. Section 3.3 enumerates these contributions.

The designs of the analog and digital modules discussed so far point out to the

emphasis laid on the timing requirements of the circuits. This is due to the fact the

Data Acquisition System (DAS) of the CT scanner is a hard-real-time system. This

means that the timing requirements for the signals generated in the hardware part of

the DAS are very restrictive. The synchronicity of the control signals is essential for

acquiring meaningful data. Any iatency in any of the signals is inadmissible becarise

it leads to spurious data.

The software control unit is designed to adhere to this time-restrictiv-e natu¡e

of the DAS. Ordinarily, the host computer already in use would be used. to generate

the necessary controi signals. However, the fulaci,ntosh G3 computer running MacOS

is unsuitable for this purpose because of the multi-tasking time-sharing natu¡e of

80
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MacOS. This is fairly true for all. "off-the-shelf" Operating Systems availablel. â
dedicated micro-controlier is therefore necessary to provid.e precisely timed. control

signals for the DAS hardv/are.

Section 6.1 describes the specifications of the Tern i,386-Engi,ne micro-controller

unit used in the project. Section 6.2 describes the Port Controller Unit which serves

as the interface between the micro-controller unit and the hardwa¡e control unit.

6.1 T}:e Tern r986-Engine Ernbedded Micro-controller unit

The Tern i'386-Engi'ne micro-controller consists of a 32-bit microprocessor core

based on a 33M Hz Intel386EX chip. It is designed for embedd.ed systems that require

PC-compatibilit¡ compactness and low power consumption.

The i386-Engi,ne has several features to make it suitable for use as the micro-

controller master unit which generates the necessary controi signals for the DAS for

our CT scanner. It features 5I2kB for battery-backed RAM and L28kB of ROM.

This provides enough memory space to host the software control executable and the

run-time parameters.

It also provides 16 external data lines and 26 address lines. These were used. to

load the different counter-parameters onto the registers of digital hardware mod.ule.

It also featu¡es th¡ee 8-bit I/O ports which were used to transmit different control

signals to the digitai hardware. There are two PC-compatibte Ê5232 asynchronous

serial ports which are used for communication with the host computer. One port is

used to download the parameters from the host computer. The second port is used

to download the executabie code onto the micro-controller. The second-port feature

is of great convenience during test stage, because the executable code rvas kept on

iA possible solution would be to use DOS but that would make the computer unsuitable for other
applications



the RAM module. The stable cod.e is designed to be executed from a ROM .hro. 
8t

The i'386-Engi'ne also provid.es a dedicated. CIC++ Development Kit which
provides a user-friendiy code generating and debugging environment for a micro-
controller prograrnmer.

6.2 The Port Controller Unit

The port controller unit is used to direct pertinent data to the d.ifferent counters

on the hardware control unit (Chapter 5). The J1 header on the Tern Engine accom-

modates a 16-bit data line and an 8-bit address line. The address lines are used to
encode the data into the different ports from where they are load.ed onto the different

counters:

1. The 12-bit dwell-time counter.

2. The 12-bit number-of-detectors counter.

3. The 10-bit start-detector counter, and

4. The 8-bit input encoded-detector-number.

The input mode of the 82C554's used. in the port controller unit are not in-
herentl-v* latched like ihe output mode. Therefore the input encoder on the source

sensor encoder unit is latched before being sent to the Port Controller Unit. Figure

6.2 shows the schematics of the port Controller Unit.

6.3 The Software Control program

The code of the sofbware controi program implemented in this project is event-

driven. The flow of control of the software code is gir,en below:
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1' All the internal registers of the i,386hngine are initialized. This is prorridua 3Í
a f'nction by the software toorkit provided with it.

2' Ali the hardware control parameters, the two 82Cbb ports and all the interrupt
vectors are reset.

3. The acquisition clock on the A/D converter is disabred.

4. The source and the trigger interrupts are enabled..

5. The RS232line parameters are initialized.

6' The counters and registers on the hardware control circuit are set to defauit
parameters.

7' The program then sits in a wait state. 'Whenever 
an event triggers an interrupt,

the interrupt is processed depending on the kind of interrupt it is. There are

four possible events:

(a) Parameter data may be coming in from the host computer.

(b) A source may have been identified in one of the catheters.

(t) A source may have just finished its dwell time at a dwell location and. is

moving on to the next location.

(d) An error has occured and needs to be processed..

There are numerous errors which the software code handles internally. Appendix
A gives a more detaiied description of the error types. The next three sections explain
the first three points of the aforementioned. events.



6.3.1 Handling Data from the Host Computer 85

lVhen an interrupt has been id.entified as d.ata-received-fron-host-cornputer

type' the following checks and steps are taken. If the data passes all the checks, the
information is regarded valid, and the data acquisition can begin. If the data fails
any of the tests, the error is reported and. the progïam quits.

1' The code looks for the word'Eber'2 in the first 4 characters of the data.

2' The code looks for the word 'CTac' in the next 4 characters to check if the data
indeed corresponds to the CT acquisition data. Tlack is kept for the timing out
of the RS2S2 connection.

3' The rest of the parameter data is loaded into the memory, always keeping track
of whether the size of the data cor¡esponds to what it shouid be (see Appendix
A).

4' The counter values are load.ed. onto the ports of the Hardware Control Circuit.
Interrupts are enabled. The system is now ready for cr data acquisition.

The counter values are set in the following manner:

1. The catheter number is retrieved.

2. The source position index in the catheter is retrieved.

3. The clocking frequency of the A/D clock is set.

4' The nr:mber-of-detectors counter is set according to the appropriate data.

5. The starting-detector counter is set.

6. The data is sent to the proper ports on the ha¡dware control circuit.

2'Eber' is the name of th" uoulog dutecto¡ ckt. boards and serves as part of the header data



6.3.2 Handling Source Interrupt, 86

Mren one of the source sensor circuits (Chapter 5) d.etects the presence of a
source in the catheter, it sends a source-interrupt to the software unit. The sensor
number is also sent encoded in the signal. When the code receives this signal, it
performs the following steps:

1' It checks if an acquisition is already in progress. If it is, that means that there
is more than one catheters with the source in it. The error is reported., an¿ the
prograrn quits. Otherwise, the acquisition flag is set and it proceeds to next
steo.

3' If the previous checks are good, then the appropriate counter-value data is sent

over the ports and the acquisition sequence can begin.

In order to enable interrupts, all pending interrupts are cleared before the inter-
rupts are handled. In order to disable interrupts, the source and trigger interrupts
are disabled and all pending interrupts are cleared..

2. The catheter number is checked with the number

supposed to be. If there is an inconsistency, the

program quits.

6.3.3 Handling Trigger fnterrupts

\\-ithin a single catheter, every time the source changes

trigger is generated. This interrupt handier works similar to
handler. However, these are two separate handlers, because

from different sources.

1. The number of source positions are acquired.

of the catheter where it is

error is reported, and the

its dwell location, a

the sou¡ce-interrupt

the signals originate



2. The counter values a¡e tra¡rsferred over to the hardware module. 
87

3' If there are no more source positions left in the current catheter, the A/D clock

is stopped.

4. The acquisition flag is reset, meaning that the next data acquisition sequence

can contmence.



Chapter 7

CONCTUSIOI\ AND FUTURE

CONSIDERATIONS

7.L Conclusion

Designing the hardware circuit which synchronizes the acquisition of attenuation
data from a CT scan is a non-trivial task. Comprehensive knowledge is required. in the

fields of medical physics, analog and d.igital electronics design and. software. The work
done for this thesis demonstrates the intricate connections between different rnod.ules

which perform their own specialized task in order to serve a conunon purpose.

The CT scanÌr.er built at Cancer Care Manitoba was divided into separate phases.

The fust task was to model the characteristics o¡ 1e2J, source which acts the j-ray
source for the CT scanner. A prototype analog detector board was then designed and

its signal characteristics were examined. This described by Berndt et al.i2].

The prototype was then ported into printed circuit boards to be used. in the
actua-l CT scanner and implemented (Chapter 4). There were a total of g6 boards

which were hand-soldered and tested for noise characteristics. These characteristics

closel¡-resembled the noise figures reported by Berndt et al.12].

The digital hardware control circuit used to generate the s¡rnchronising signals

for the analog boards was designed and implemented as part of this thesis. The

88



hardware was designed to accomodate d.ifferent parameters which need. to u" rou¿!å
during a data acquisition cycle.

The software interface which enables the scanning peïsonnel to load and test the
CT scanners $/as also designed.

7.2 Future Considerations

At the time of conclusion of this thesis work, there âre numerous tasks which
need to be accomplished in order for the CT scanner to be a functional unit.

c lVhile the analog boards were tested individually, there needs to be further
tests to determine the effectiveness of the boards when they are assimilated.

into the CT scanner frame. Such tests will not only evaluate the electrical noise

characteristics of these boards but also help evaluate the collimation svstem of
the scanner.

The filtered backprojection algorithm (Chapter 2) which reconstructs an image

from the acquired data still remains to be implemented.

The whole system needs to be tested for murtipre srices.

\lhile there still remains work to be done, substantial progress has been mad.e

towards the realizationof a cost-effective CT scarurer which can be used conjuctively
with the HDR Nucletron Afterload,er machine to accomplish better treatment plan-
ning for brachytherapy.



Appendix A

SOURCE CODE FOR SOFT\MARE MODUTE

// Defa,¿lt sta¡.dard, I/O header
#lnclude <stdio.h>
/ / Def ault dynanic allocation head.er
#include <malloc.h>
// Plenory allocation routines header
#include <alloc.h>
// Default nath library
#include <nath.h>
// Defavlt MSDOS allocation header
#include <dos.h>
// I386FÅ initialization header
#include ', ie . h"
// Seríal Port# 0 initialization header
#include "serO.ht'
// SeriaL Port# 1 initialization header
#include "ser1.h"
/ / 80836FÅ. def inition head.er
#include "i80836ex.h"
/ / T386EX specif ic C 1or¡ 1eve1 conmand,s header
#include ,'dos. h"

/*********** p¡gg¡arn çoA5lant d.efinitions {<*******+**/
// booLean definitions
#define true 1

#define false 0

/ / crystal oscillator frequency
#define kBaseClockFrequency 20000. O
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// port addresses
#def ine kCatheterpositionport 0xgO92
#deflne k0CI,/1 0xf021
#define k0CW2 0xf02O

// event record types
#define kNoEvent O

#define kRS232Event 1

#define kSourcefnterrupt 2
#define kTriggerfnterrupt B
#define kError 4
#define kEventQueueSÍze S

/ / error nunbers
#define kNoErr 0
#define kCatheterNunErr 1

#define kOut0fMenF-rr 2
#define k!ürongFileSize 3
#define kRS232Tined0ut 4
#define kRs2g2hd0fBuffer S
#define kRS232!ürongMagicNr:n 6
#define kRS232l,IrongNunCatheters 7
#def ine kMultipleSourcefnterruptsErr g
#def ine kRS232Hopeless

/ / esæ2 buffer sizes
#define MAXISIZE 2SO0
#define MAXOSIZE 2SOO

// port address definitioas for g2CS5,s
#define kClockHighByre Oxg0aO
#define kClocklowNibble OxgOa4
#def ine kNr¡nDetectorsHighByte 0xg0a2
#def ine kNunDetectorslowNibble OxgOa4
#define kStartDetectorHighByte 0xg09O
#define kStartDetectorlowNibble 0xg094
#define kClockStopAddress 0xg0b0
#define kClockStartAddress 0xg0c0

// catheter paraneters
#define kMaxNunCatheters 1g



92#def ine kMaxNunsourcepositions 4g
#define kBufferpadding 1
#define kDefau1tDwellTine 0. 1
#def ine kDefaultlnitialDetector 0
#define kDefaultNurnDetectors 7
#def ine kDefaultNunpositions 4g

// Rß232 constant definitions
#define kMagicNunber 0x72656245
#def ine kHDRCTacquisition 0x6861b443
#define kRS232HeaderSize B*4
#define kRS2S2DeIay 15
#define kRS2320verHead S0
#define kRS232BaudRate L92OO

/*r.*x*x*****c Program structure definitions *****+*****/
typedef unsigned int boolea.n;

typedef struct EventRecord{
// event that needs to be taken care of
int currentEvent;
int eventStart;
int eventEnd;
int eventType[kEventQueueSize] ;int eventData [kEventQueueSizeJ ;

] EventRecord;

typedef struct EventRecord* EventRecordptr;

typedef float Dwe1lTineType [td,taxNumsourcepositions + kBuff erpaddingJ ;typedef DwellTineType* DwellTineÏypeptr;

typedef struct DetectorRæge{
int nu.nPos itionsUsed ;
int sourcePositionlndex ;
u¡.signed int initialDetector [kMaxNunsourcepositions + kBufferpaddingJ ;u¡.signed int nunberDetectors [kMaxNr:nsourcepositions + kBufferpa¿¿ing] ;Dwe1lTineType dwellTime ;

) DetectorRaage;

typedef Det ect orRaage cathet erAcquis it ionType [kMaxNuncathet ers] ;typedef catherterAcquisitionTypex catheterAcquisitionptrl ;
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typedef struct CTAcquisition{
boolea¡ acquisitionfnprogress ;
unsigned int nr:.nCathetersUsed.;
unsigned int catheterNumber; // catheter with source in itint catheterfndex; // expected catheter
unsigned int catheterOrder[kMaxNuncatheters] 

;boolean firstTrigger;
- CatheterAcquisitioaType catheterAcquisition;
) CTAcquisition;

typedef CTAcquisition* CTAcquisitionptr;

// external variable fron TERN libraries
extern COM serl_con;
extern COM ser0_con;
typedef struct RS232Stuff{

unsigned char serl_in_buf IMAXISIZE] ;
unsigned char serl_out_buf IMAXOSIZE] ;
unsigned char serO_in_buf IMAXISIZE] ;
usigned char sero_out_buf IMAXoSIZE] ;
COM *ss¡g'
COM *ss¡1;

) RS2S2Stuff;

CTAcquisit ionPtr gCTAcquisition ;
EventRe cord gTheEventRecord. ;

RS232Stuff gRS232;

// couple of internal check parameters
unsigned loag gMenfree;
char gledd;

/ / ínterrupt definitions
void interrupt far intO_isr(void); // sovrce interrupt
void interrupt far intl_isr(void) ; // trigger interrupt

/*****x**x*t Jnitialize RS2g2 Buffers **xx******x/
void RS232Init ( RS232Stuff* theRs232)
I

i.nt is ize , osize ;



usigned char baudl;

// pointers to external structures
theRS232-)ser0 = &(serO_con) ;
theRS232-)serl = &(serl_con) ;
isize = t{AXfSfZE;
isize = IíAXOSIZE;

// receive DMA, transnit intr-driven noparity g bits, 1 stop bitbaudl = g; // set baud rate - default 1g2OO
sl_init(baudl, theRS232->ser1_in_buf , isize,

the*S232-)ser1-out-buf , osize, theRS232->ser1) ;Ì

/x*x******** Get Len bytes fron serial 1 port **********x/
int myGetsersl(col,t* conportl, int Ien, unsigned charx theBytes)t
inti=0;
uasigned char ch;
int cba¡sRead = 0;

// loop through all the bybes
while(i<leo)
t

// nake sure there are bytes to read. int
if (serhit (Conportl) )

{
ch = getserl(Conportl) 

;

theBytes [i++] = ch;
charsRead++;

)
else

{
breal<; / / not enough bytes _ bail outì

Ì
return (charsRead) ;

't
)

/*****+***** Reset values of CT Acquisition Structures *r*{< *******/
vo id Res et crAcqui s it i on (crAcquis it i onprr thecrAcqui s it on)
f



int i,j; 95

// set defaurt values to 0 and number of catheters to 1theCTAcquisition->nunCathetersUsed = 1 ;
theCTAcquisition->catheterlndex = 0 ;
theCTAcquisition->catheterNurnber = 0 ;
theCTAcquisition->acquisitionlnprogress = faLse ;theCTAcquisition->firstTrigger = rrue;

for(i = g- i < kMa:rNr:mCatbeters; i++)
1-

theCTAcquis it ion->cathet erAcquis it ion til . sourcepos it ionln¿ex = o ;theCTAcquis it i on->cathet erAcqui s Ít i on [i] . nr:¡npo s Ít i onsUs ed. = 
-

kDef aultNunpos it ions ;

/ / set def aults: dr¿elI tines, initial d.etector# & # of cathetersfor(¡ = g. j < kÌ,laxNumsourcepositions + kBufferpadding; j++)
{

thecrAcquisition->catheterAcquisiton [i] . dwe11ÏÍne [jJ =
kDefaultDwellTine;

theCTAcquisit ion->catheterAcquis ition [i] . init ialDetect or [j J =
kDef ault f nit i alDetect or ;

theCÏAcquis it i on->catheterAcqui s it ion [i] . numberDet e ct ors [j J =
kDef aultNr:mDetect ors ;

]
]

Ì

/********'¡** Allocate menory and initialize variables *****+ +*,r**/void fnirVariables (void)
t
Iong bybesToAllocate;

bytesToAllocate = sizeof (CÏAcquisition) 
;

gcrAcquis it ion = (crAcquis it ionPtr) nallo c ( (s ize-t ) byteTo¿lrocate) ;

if (gCTAcquisition == NULL)
{

gCTAcquisition = O;
)

Res etCTAcquis it ion (gCTAcquisit ion) ;



/ / ínl-tialize internrpt vectors
outportb (0xf824, 0x0c) ;
// data ctrl word for 82CSb-1
outportb(0x8096, 0xB2) ;

// data ctrl word. for 82CSS-2
outportb(0x80a6, 0x80) ;

J

/x**x******* Add an event to the event queue ******x**x*/
void AddEventToQueue(int theEventÎype, int theEventData)
{

gTheEventRec ord . eveatEnd++ ;
if (gTheEventRecordEvent . eventEnd )= kEventQueueSize)

{
gTheEventRecord.eventEnd = 0;

]
gTheEventRecord. eventType [gTheEventRecord.. eventEnd] = theEventType ;gTheEventRecord. eventData [gTheEventRecord.. eventEnd] = theEventData;

)

/*x*****r.*** CheCk fOr a¡ event ***********/
boolean GetNextEvent (EventRecordptr theEventRecord)
I

boolean eventPending;
boolean eventFound;
int i;

// first need to check if there are any characters in RS232 bufferif (serhirl (gRS2B2. serl) )
{

i = theEventRecord->eventStart;
eventFound = false;
// cteck for event in queue
r+hile(i != theEventRecord->eventEnd)

{
eventFound = (theEventRecord-)eventType[il == kRS232Event) ;i ++.¿.,,
if (i >= kEventQueueSize)

f

i=0;
I
)

ì
)
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if (theEventRecord-)eventStart 
! = kEventQueueSize)

{
theEventRecord-)eveatStart = O;

Þ

// get current event
theEventRecord-)currentEvent = theEventRecord_)

eventType [theEventRecord,_)eventStart] ;
eventPending - true;

etse / / no events to deal r¡ith
r
' 

rh"ru"otRecord-)currentEvent = kNoEvent ;
eventPending = false;

1

return (Eventpending) 
;

I
J

ì
_r

/x*+******** send an array of bytes dowa serial line ***.********/
void sendRS232Bytes(RS232stuff* theRS232, char* buffer, int buffersize){
int i;

for(i = 0; i < bufferSizej i++)
I

I

putserl (buffer [i] , tneRs232->ser1) .

ì
¿

I

/*********** Frush RS232 buffer: read it nultiple times ***********/void FlushConlBuf f er (void)
{
unsigned char theChar;

r.¡hiI e (serhit 1 (gRS232 . serl )
{

theChaï = getserl(gRS232.ser1) ;I
)

I

/****x*****+, gtgp nain clock on clock board ***l.****x**/
void StopAcquisitionClock (void)
{

outportb (kClockStopAddress , 0xO0) ;
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]

/x*x*xx***{.r, Star.t nain clock on clock board. *****x*x*x*/
vo id StartAcquisit ionClock (vo id.)
I

outportb (kClockStartAddress , 0x00) ;
)

/**x*+****** Get Rs232 d.ata fron host conputer - MAc *x****x****/
void HandleDataFroml,lac (crAcquisitionptr thecrAcquisition)
{
typedef unsigned char* Charptr;
int templnt;
unsigned int numCatheters;
int i,j;
int bybeToRead;
int bybeslnBuffer;
uasigaed long tenplotrg;
unsigaed long acquisitionType ;
unsigaed long fileSize;
unsigned long tine0utCounter;
boolea¡ tineOut;
float tenpfloat [2] ;

float* nyFloatPtr;
CharPtr nyCharPtr;
unslgned long* ¿;
boolea¡ dr:nny;

bytesrnBuffer = abs(gRS232. serl->in_tai1 - gsRS232.ser1-)in_head) ;

// check if buffer has at least 4 characters
if (byteslnBuff er < kRs232Head.erSize)

f

return(fa1se);
J

// get first 4 byEes frou serial buffer
if (MyGetsersl (gRS232. serl , 4, & (u¡signed char) tenplong)

r

Add.EventToQueue (kError, kRs232End0fBuffer) ;
retura(fa1se);

L



/ / .ct.eck f or proper header tag
if (tenplong != kMagicNunber)

.t

Ad.dEventToQueue (kError, kRS232l,IrongMagi cNun) ;FlushConlBuffer O ;
return(false);

)

// get 4-byte acquisition type fron header
if (MyGetsetsl (gRS232. serl, 4, &(unsigned char)acquisitionÏype) r =4){

AddEventToQueue (kError, kRs232End0fBuffer) ;return(fa1se);
)

t,lhi1e(abs(gRS232.ser1->in-tai1-gRS232.ser1.in-head)<
(filesize - kRs232HeaderSize))

{
delay_ns (kRS2B2Delay) 

;
tine0utCounter++;
// update RS232 structure
dunny = serhitl(gRS232. serl) ;if ( (t ineOutCounter*kRS232Detay/1000) >

(kRS2320verHead*f i1e s izelkBaudRat e) ){
tined0ut = true

]
Ì

/ / cb,eck f or RS2B2 reception ti¡ne out
if (tined0ur)

AddEventToQueue (kError, kRS232ïined.Out ) ;
FlushConlBuffer O ;
return(false);

.ì

// check if CT acquisition
if (acquisitioaType == kHDRCTacquisition)

{
ResetCTAcquis it ion (theCTAcquis it ion) ;
bytesToRead = sizeof (theCTAcquisition_)nunCathetersUsed) 

;



// get number of catheters 1oo

if (MyGetSers 1 (gRS232 . serl , bytesToRead.,

- &(unsigned char)nunCatheters l= bytesToRead)
{

AddEventToQueue (kError, kRs232End0fBuffer) ;return(faIse) ;
.ì
J

// sal'ity check for # of catheters
if(!((nunCatheters > O) &e (nunÇatheters (= kMaxNunCatheters)))

{
AddEvent To Queue (kError, kRS 23 2tJrongNr:mc athet e rs ) ;FlushConlBuffer O ;
return(false);

Ì
thecrAcquisitioa->numcathetersused = numcatheters ;

/ / read in cath.eter order
bytesToRead = numCatheters r

sizeof (theCTAcquisition->catheterOrder 
[0] ) ;for(i=O; i < numCatheters; i++¡

{
if (MyGetSersl (gRS232. ser1, byuesToRead,

&(unsigned char)theCTAcquisition_)catheter0rder iOl ) ){
AddEventToQueue (kError, kRs2s2EndofBuffer) ;return(false);

I
I

.,
J

// read in data for each catheter
for(i=g; i < numCatheters; i++)

{
// utmber of source positions per catheter
bytesToRead = sizeof(
thecrAcqui s it i on-> cathet erAcqu is it i on iil . nr:.rnpos it ionsus ed) ;if (MyGetsersl(gRS232. ser1, bytesToRead, &(unslgned. char)

theCTAcqui s it ion-> cathet erAcqu i s it i on [i] . nunpo s it ioasUs ed) ){
AddEventToQueue (kError, kRs232End.OfBuf f er) ;return(fa1se) ;

]
/ / ititial detector# for each source position



for(¡'=O' r' ( kMaxSourcepositionsUsed.; j++)
{

bytesToRead = sizeof (theCTAcquisition_>
carheterAcquisit Íon [i] . init ialDetector tOl ) ;if (MyGetSers 1 (gRS232 . serl , bytesToRead,

& (unsigned char) theCTAcquisit ion_>
catheterAcquisition [i] . initialDetector tjl ) )t
AddEventToQueue (kError, kRs232End0fBuffer) ;return(faIse) ;

Ì
)

// * of detectors for each source posÍtion
for(5=g; j < kMaxSourcepositionsUsed; j++)

{
bytesToRead = sizeof (theCTAcquisition_>

catheterAcquisition [i] . numberDetectors t0l ) ;if (MyGetSersl (gRS232. serl, bytesToRead.,
& (unsigned char) theCTAcquisition_>

catheterAcquisit ion [i] . n'mberDetectors tj r ) )f
1_

AddEventToQueue (kError, kRs2g2End0fBuffer) ;return(false);
Ì

)
// dwel-l- tines for each source position
for(j=0; j < kMaxSourcepositionsUsed.; j++)

{
bytesToRead = sizeof (theCTAcquisition_>

catheterAcquisition [i] . dr.rellÏine tOl ) ;if (MyGetSersl (gRS232. ser1, bytesÏoRead.,
& (unsigned char) theCTAcquisition_>

carheterAcquisition [i] . dr¡e1lTime [j ] )
{

AddEventToQueue (kError, kRs232End0fBuffer) ;return(false);
Ì

else
{

rheCTAcquisition->catheterAcquisition til .

dwellTine[j] = tenpFloat [O] ;
]
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r02

]
return(true);

-r

else
{

return(false);
ì
_r

Ì

/*********** Send error number back to Mac ***********/
void Ha¡dleError(EventRecord.ptr theEventRecord)
{
int temp;

tenp = kError;
SendRS232Bytes (egRS2B2, & (char) tenp, sizeof (tenp) ) ;t enp = theEventRecord-)eventData [theEventRecord._)eventStart] ;

_ SendRS2B2Bytes(&gRS2B2, &(char)tenp, sizeof (tenp)) ;Ì

/**********i< [afg¡rupt service routines ***** **tr***/
void ReenablefntrO (void)
I

outportb(k0CÌ,J2, Ox61) ; // reset inrrO to 0
outportb(k0Ctdl, Oxfd); // reenable inrrO'ì

J

void interrupt far intO_isr(void)
{

outportb(k0CI,I1, inportb(k0CÌ{1) 10x02) ;
AddEventToQueue (kSourcelnterrupt, kNoErr) ;gCÏAcquisitioa->catheterNumer =

(unsigned int) inportb (kCatheterpositionport) 
;outportb(k0CtI2, 0x61) ;

Ì

void interrupt far intl_isr(void)
f

outportb (k0CI{1 , inportb (k0Chr1) | 0x2O) ;
AddEventToQueue (kTriggerfnterrupt, kNoErr) ;outportb(k0CI,¡2, Ox6S) ;



outportb(k0CI,¡1, inportb(k0CW1) & Oxdf) ;'ì
J
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/x*x**xx**** irf¡ilg current values to counters **i(*** ***+*/void trrrritecountervar-ues (crAcquisitionptr thecrAcquisition){
unsigned int clockValue;
unsigned int nunDetectorsValue;
unsigned int startDetectorNum;
unsigued int whichCatheter;
unsigned int r.rhichsourcefnd.ex.
unsigned int tenpClockValue;

// get current catb.eter and source position
r¿hichCatheter = (unsigned int) theCTicquisition_)catheterNu¡nber.
r¡hichSourcelndex = (unsigned int)theCTìcquisition_>

c athet erAc qui s it i on [r¿hi chCathet er] . s our'c e Index :

// set output clock rate
clockvalue = (unsigned int) (4ogs - kBaseclockFrequency*

thecrAcquisition->catheterAcquisition[whichcatheterj.d,r¿elltinet0];

// set number of detectors used., starting detector#numÐetectorsvalue = (unsigned. int) (4095 r tn"cr^"quisition->
c athet erAc qui s it i on [whi chcathet er] . nu¡berDet e ct ors [buf f erpaddingJ ;startDetectorNun = (unsigned int) (theCflcquisition_>
cathet erAcqui s it i on [whi chcathet er] . init ialDet ect or [buf f erpaddingJ ;

// write pertinent data to porrs
outportb(kClockHighByte, (unsigned. char) (clockValue >> 4) .
tenpClockValue = clockValue <( 4;
outportb (kNr:nDet ect orsHighByU e,

(unsigned char) (nunDetectorsValue >> 4);
outportb(tNunDetectorslowNibble, (unsigaed cbar)((tenpcrockvalue & 0x00f0)+(nunDereciorsvalue >> 4))) .
outportb (kstartDetectorHighByte, (unsigned. char) (startDetectorNu¡n) ) ;outportb (kStartDetectorlowNibble,

- (unsigned char) (startDetectorNum & 0x0300)>>O);Ì

/***x**r'***+ check for catheter# agreenent x******x*r.*/
vo id Ha¡d1 esource rnt errupt (thecrAcqui s it i onptr thecrAcqui s it i on)
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// acquísition in progress
if (theCTAcquisit ion-)acquis it ionfnprogress )t

AddEventToQueue (kError, kMultiplesourcernterruptsErr) 
;Ì

theCTAcquisition->acquisitionlnprogress = true ;if (theCTAcquisition-)catheterNunber 
! =

,thecTAcauisÍtion-)catheterorder 
[thecÏ.lcquisition_>catheterNunber] 

)

AddEventToQueue (kError, kCatheterNunErr) ;)
theCTAcqui s it i on->catheterlnd ex++ jif (theCTAcquisition->catheterfndex )t

- theCTAcquisitÍon-)catheterfndex 
=

.r

. WriteCou¡terValues (theCTAcquisition) 
;

J

vo id Handl eTriggerrnt errupt (crAcquis it ionptr thecrAcqui s it i oa){
int sourceposition;
int desiredNunpositions 

;

desiredNunpositions = thecrAcquisition->catheterAcquisition ItheCTAcquisition->catheterNunberl 
. nunpos it ionsUsed ;if (theCTAcqui s it i on-)cathet erAcquis it i on I

-thecrAcqui s it ion->cathet erNr.¡nberr . s ourc epos it i onrndex){
theCTAcqui s it ion->c atheterAcquis it i on [theCTAcqui s it ion_>catheterNunber] . sourcepositionlndex 

;]
sourcePosition = theCTAcquisition_)catheterAcquisition ItheCTAcqui s it ion->cathet erNunberl . sourc epos it i onf nd.ex ;hlrit eCount erValues (tneCtAcquis it ion) ;if (theCTAcquis it ion->f irstTrigger)

{
_ theCTAcquisition->firstTrigger = false;)

else
Í

kMa:<Nr:.nCatheters)

k},laxNr¡¡Catheters;



theCTAcqui s it i oa_>cathet erAcqui s it ion [tneCTAcquis it ion_>cathet erNunber] . sourcepos it ionfndex++ jÌ
if (sourceposition )= desiredNunpositions)

{
StopAcquisit ionClock ( ) ;
theCTAcquisition->acquisitionfnprogress = false ;theCTAcquisition_>firstTrigger = tJue;
theCTAcquis it ion_>catheterAcquisit ion [theCTAcquis it ion_>catheterNu.mber] . sourcepositionlndex__.
irrrit ecount erValues (thecTAcqui s it i on) ;ReenablefntrOO;

]
Ì

/****x****** Jnitialize the interrupt handlers ***********/void fnitlnterrupts (boolea¡ enabled)
{

if (enabled)
{

// clear pending interruprs
outportb(k0CI,/2, 0x61) ;
outportb (k0CI,I2, 0x6S) ;
// enable interrupts
initO_init (1, intO_isr) ;initl_init(1, intl_isr) ;

]
else

{
// dísabte interrupts
into_iait(0, into_isr) ;intl_init(0, intl_isr) ;
// clear pending interrupts
outportb(k0CI,j2, Ox61) ;
outportb(k0CÌ,12, 0x6S) ;

Ì
]

void nain(void)
{

ie_init O ;

rnitVariables O ;
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StopAcquis it ionClock O ;
fnitfnterrupts (true ) ;
RS232Init (&gRS232) ;

Llrit eCou¡t erValues (gCTAcqui s it i on) ;
gMerofree = coreleftO;
led(l); // tt:c'n LED on

// naín event loop
while (1) {

led(gledd) ;

gledd = -gledd;

/ / ch.eck f or an received event
if (GetNextEvent (&gÏheEventRecord.) 

) {
switch (gTheEveatRecord,. currentEvent ) {

case kRS232Event:
if (Hand1 eDataFronl,lac (gCTAcquis ir ion) )t

// vríte counter vals for initial n garbage
l'/rit eCounterValues (gCTAcqui s it Í on) ;// enable interrupts for acquisitions
fnitfnterrupts (true) ;

Ì
break;

case kSourcefnterrupt :

HandleSourc ef nt eriupt (gCTAcqui s it i on) ;break;
case kTriggerfnterrupt :

HandleÏriggerfnt errupt (gCTAcquis it ion) ;break;
case kError:

Ha¡dleError (&gTheEventRe cord) ;
break;

I

I
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